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CONNECTIONS
Consensus of Standards is always
harder to achieve in carrier-world
than it is in corporate-world, but
the take-up is, paradoxically, faster.
This is due to the imperative need
of carriers to interconnect globally,
while enterprises imperative needs
are to manage their own space, at
their own time line. So, how does
this compare with NFV standards
compared with SDN?

this will intensify as more aspects are virtualized. Where is the
optimal balance between simplicity and flexibility?

Fred Morris,
Editor-in-Chief,
Connect-World
editor@connect-world.com

NFV is an opportunity to overhaul the landscape of Telecom. If
licensing only applies to the initial access network - anyone can
offer a layer of network. Suppliers can specialise in one layer
only and improve economy of scale. For newcomers, entry
barriers are lowered, but incumbents can now improve costefficiency and fight back.
Media virtualization is yet to be understood in terms of NFV.
How does NFV relate to CDN (Content Delivery Networks)?
Will NFV extend to virtualized media delivery, and improve
content delivery? Can content and broadcast methods of
distribution, and established CDNs, take advantage of media
virtualization or will they be replaced?
Virtualization requires complex network management, and
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The Third Network

The Third Network
by Nan Chen, Co–Founder and Executive Vice-Chairman, MEF

The Internet is everywhere, and available on-demand – but it offers no service guarantees,
and leaves security to the user. CE 2.0 delivers assured performance and security levels –
but it can take weeks to establish a service. The world needs a Third Network, says MEF
President Nan Chen.

Nan Chen, Co–Founder and Executive Vice-Chairman, Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF).
Nan is renowned in the telecom/networking industry as the founding President of the MEF, which established Carrier Ethernet as the
predominant technology and service for businesses and mobile infrastructure. Nan’s drive to unite standardization and certification with
dynamic, global campaigns and strategic initiatives, has helped make Carrier Ethernet one of the fastest growing areas in telecoms.
Previously Nan held senior VP Marketing roles at Atrica (acquired by Nokia Siemens), Strix Systems (acquired by Private Equity), and
was Director of Technology at Bay Networks/SynOptics (acquired by Nortel). A founding Board of Director of 10 Gigabit Ethernet
Alliance, Nan has received 30+ industry awards/accolades and has been named as one of the Top 100 Most Influential People in Telecom/
Internet Industry.

The Internet is everywhere, and available ondemand – but it offers no service guarantees,
and leaves security to the user. CE 2.0
delivers assured performance and security
levels – but it can take weeks to establish a
service. The world needs a Third Network,
says MEF President Nan Chen.
In 2012 Ethernet bandwidth for business
overtook all legacy WAN technologies, and
it continues to surge ahead – Fig 1 Also,
according to Infonetics Research, Carrier
Ethernet revenue in services and equipment
will reach US$350 billion cumulatively
during the next 4 years.
Effectively this means that Carrier
Ethernet (CE 2.0) is now the universal
‘glue’ holding global business together – a
role once provided by the PSTN during the
20th Century.
Just consider the two cases: the reliability,
performance levels and relative security
provided by today’s business services
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connecting offices across the globe, then
compare that with the service mobile workers
can expect in their own homes, hotels or on
the move when using the Internet.
Of course the miracle of the Internet is that
the latter services can still be immediately
available almost anywhere, via fixed line or
mobile connection, but the downside is that
premium office services raise expectations
of performance and Quality of Service
(QoS) that make mobile business seem
slow and frustrating by comparison. It is
hard to maintain really effective business
negotiations, or technical discussions, when
the video image keeps freezing while the
speaker talks on – let alone deal with the
extra burdens of encryption and security
required for safer business.
In both cases the real issue for the user is
‘connectivity service’. In the former case
the service quality, performance and security
is outstanding once the service has been
established – a process that can take weeks,
especially if the connection spans more than
one service provider network. In the latter
case the service is ubiquitous, immediate
and on-demand, but falls short on quality,
performance and security.
This is the challenge MEF is now addressing:
to envision a Third Network that combines
the best of both; a Third Network that
delivers business-class connectivity as a
ubiquitous, on-demand service – rather than
as a laborious and lengthy installation and
commissioning process.
In the words of Bob Metcalfe, Inventor of
Ethernet, Professor of Innovation at the
University of Texas and Advisory Director
of the MEF: “Today we are embarking on the
next stage of this remarkable journey with a
new vision of the future of network services,
building on CE2.0 capabilities. MEF is
announcing a new network paradigm, a new
Third Network vision for Agile, Assured,
and Orchestrated services worldwide, one
which is based on emerging Network as a
Service principles”.
A fertile ground for innovation
It is all very well to express a vision for
the future, but is the environment ready
and able to make the vision a reality? It
was 2010, four years ago, when I gave a
presentation comparing Ethernet with the
global PSTN, calling for: “a public service
Ethernet network bound to provide Ethernet

connectivity across the globe as easily as
making a telephone call”.
A lot has happened since I expressed
that long-term vision. For a start CE 2.0
E-Access provision has made it so much
easier to extend services across multiple
carrier footprints – the service is increasingly
ubiquitous, although it still takes time to
establish business SLAs.
Then there is market preparedness: as I write
this we already have over seventy companies
offering over three hundred CE 2.0 certified
services and products – and that is merely
since last year’s launch of the certification
program – and this number is fast expanding.
The importance of this technology is no
secret to the business world – we already
have over two thousand five hundred MEF
Certified Professionals across sixty-five
countries worldwide, and that represents a
tenfold increase since the launch of CE 2.0.
Next there is the question of need. Humans
can be very adaptable, and mobile workers
have so far been managing to cope pretty
well with the Internet connectivity available,
considering its limitations, but the pressure
for reform is mounting. It is not just the
business-class expectations raised by CE
2.0, there is also the pressure of cloud
adoption. As a universal solution – and that
ultimately is a vital part of the Cloud’s value
proposition – cloud computing will demand
all the agility, assuredness and orchestration
promised by the Third Network. Then
there is M2M communications as the next
“cloud on the horizon” – while human
workers may adapt to whatever best effort

service is available, machine to machine
communications will demand automatic and
immediate delivery on demand.
The Third Network
To summarise the argument, business today is
served by two types of data networks:
• Virtual Private Networks based on CE
2.0, MPLS etc., delivering services with
assured performance and security, but taking
days if not months to initiate across multiple
providers.
• The Internet, delivering on-demand,
ubiquitous services but leaving users to deal
with security and performance issues.
• The MEF believes that there is a need
for a new THIRD Network, delivering
Agile, Assured and Orchestrated services
worldwide, where:
• Agile means delivery of real-time ondemand services.
• Assured means delivery of performance
and security guarantees
• Orchestrated means automated delivery
of services across multiple service providers.
How is MEF planning to realise this vision?
The solution begins with a simple question:
“What makes it so hard to deliver the above
type of service today?”.
The answer is that in today’s telecom
operations we do not yet have “layered
abstraction”. In computing, Hardware is
separated from Operating Systems and from
Applications, so that each layer can innovate
without impacting layers above or below.
In telecom operations, however, different
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systems are in functional silos – with separate
inventory, provisioning performance and
fault management systems, for example.
Each such functional system must hold
detailed information of all domains – like
Optical, Ethernet or IP. A change in any one
domain would result in changing all systems
– and that takes extraordinary effort, time and
money (see Fig 2)
But using Network as a Services (NaaS)
principles, we can develop a layered
approach for telecoms operations, to
break down complex problems, domain
by domain, layer by layer. To achieve this,
the industry is working together in three
major initiatives – NFV, SDN and Service
Orchestration – to develop more responsive
and adaptable solutions.
NFV allows us to use general purpose VMs
instead of vendor specific network elements,
for every network function. SDN is moving
control functions in network elements into
central controllers. Both NFV and SDN,
while providing fundamental building blocks
for the THIRD Network, are concerned with
network element functions and control – but
not the connectivity services businesses
or individuals actually purchase. This is
where the MEF’s Standardized Service
Orchestration comes in – (Fig 3)
.
Service Orchestration manages the entire
lifecycle of connectivity services: Fulfillment,
Control, Performance, Assurance, Usage, and
Analytics. It holds detailed service inventory
of all services in a layer or domain, providing
the necessary APIs for information exchange
between service providers and internal
systems operating at other layers.
Such Service Orchestration is the MEF’s
immediate objective. Initial work so
far includes: the definition of Service
Orchestration lifecycle elements; extending
information models to be dynamic and
protocol independent; and developing openstandards-based APIs where needed. All new
capabilities leverage and build upon CE 2.0
as the services platform, and this ensures an
optimal migration strategy.
It is important to remember that this
new Third Network can only come into
being if we work closely with many and
diverse industry leaders. So an expanded
collaboration program has been established,
called ‘Unite’, involving key industry
standards development bodies. Unite is
critical to the acceleration of deployment and
realization of the anticipated benefits for all
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stakeholders, for the Third Network – much
like CE 2.0 and the Internet/IP Networks –
will profoundly change the way we work,
live and play.
How we will work, live and play
First imagine the impact of the Third
Network on anyone taking a business trip.
Just by connecting, whether in a hotel or on
the move, your personal NaaS performance
profile will be automatically loaded, a
business-class connection automatically setup
– and you are ready for business.
Performance-assured network experience
will be available to millions of users with
enormous market potential – an exciting
prospect for all stakeholders.
Next consider an Enterprise network
where customer orders, placed via APIs or
portals, initiate automated instructions that
flow through to interconnected operators
– provisioning virtual service connections
where available and physical installations at
remote user sites where not. This shows the
power of standardized service orchestration,
it creates a pervasive virtual network as a
platform for on-demand businesses services.
Cloud service delivery will become seamless,
with service on-demand network services that
interconnect user locations to their virtual
machines or Virtual Network Functions
running on blade servers inside a remote
data center. Automated inter-carrier service
orchestration will manage all connectivity –
inside and outside the data center.

Finally, to give a taste of what the Third
Network could mean for society beyond
the world of business, I refer back to
that presentation I gave in 2010, where
I also introduced a concept I called
‘Personal Ethernet’.
I gave a single household as an example:
Dad, is a media executive needing massive
bandwidth to download hi-def video samples;
Mum is a social worker, highly reliant on
VoIP for counselling and departmental
conference calls; Daughter needs reliable fast
Internet for schoolwork; Son is crazy about
on-line gaming and needs massive bandwidth
plus minimal latency and packet loss.
The Third Network could deliver all these
personalized requirements “as a Service”
that would be available equally at home,
at work, in school… or even while on
vacation. Personal Ethernet would be
the ultimate prize for fixed and mobile
convergence, and the THIRD Network will
make it a practical proposition.
As Bob Metcalfe said in summary at the
launch of this vision: “Once again we stand at
a new beginning for the world of networking.
The Third Network auto-orchestrates
dynamic,
performance-assured
services
and brings significant growth in the market
for all stakeholders. Wouldn’t it be great to
have Network as a Service personalized,
virtualized and mobilized with an SLA that
meets your every need? That’s the promise of
the new Third Network.” l

NFV/SDN

Putting SON in the Cloud
by Daniel Dribinksi, CTO & Co-Founder, Cellwize

Self-Organizing Networks (SON) has grown rapidly among operator communities as they
look for cost effective ways to improve overall network capacity, efficiency and quality.
As 3G and 4G networks mature, centralized-SON (C-SON) is the ideal solution to give
these technologies a new lease of life and boost speeds and coverage.

Daniel Dribinski Co-founded Cellwize and spearheads the technology behind Cellwize’s Product. His immense experience it
telecommunications, specifically Radio Access Network expertise is one of the secret spices that separates Cellwize SON from the rest.
Over his 15 years in the industry he has provided strategic technology consulting for many international Tier1 operators. He has applied
his unique methodologies in RA network, planning, optimization, capacity and quality to enable CapEX savings and improved OpEX.
Prior to Cellwize he co-founded Triangulum, Services Company, with Sasi, previous to which he held senior positions at Schema, Orange
(NYSE:PTNR), Motorola (NYSE:MSI) and Altel.
Daniel holds an MBA in Strategic Planning from the University of Derby and a M.Sc. E.E in Radiotechnics from the Telecommunication
Engineering Institute.

The hype surrounding Software Defined
Networking (SDN) and Network Functions
Virtualization (NFV) has been gaining
momentum and the same could also be
said for Self-Organizing Networks (SON).
Both technologies in their own rights have
been major buzz phrases, but little has been
discussed about them working in parallel.
This article will explore the driving forces
behind self-organized network management
in both the developed and emerging markets
and why SON’s true home is in the cloud.
The main goals of NFV are to create virtual,
flexible and simple mobile networks. In
return they reduce the cost to upgrade, run
and maintain networks and accelerate time
to market. By decoupling network functions
from the hardware, NFV allows for network
savings by reducing the need for costly
hardware upgrades and allowing for greater
flexibility and interoperability. Virtualizing
mobile networks will eventually help
operators reduce lead times and provide faster
delivery of new services and functionalities.

NFV is an opportunity to overhaul the
landscape of telecoms and change the
competitive dynamics of the industry.
Open standards can help fuel collaboration,
innovation and higher quality services
through
increased
competition.
But
virtualization can require complex network
management - something that SON can
help simplify.
The rise (and rise) of SON
Although SON, as an automatic closed-loop
optimization solution, is still a relatively
new technology it has been evolving rapidly.
Early versions of SON were basic, single
vendor, single technology solutions that were
reactive rather than proactive. They played
very much a supportive role to guide manual
optimization, highlighting areas of the
network that need attention and maintenance.
But now SON solutions are rapidly becoming
more sophisticated, enabling multi-vendor
and multi-technology optimization through a
single and centralized solution.

SON has grown rapidly among operator
communities as they look for cost
effective ways to improve overall network
capacity, efficiency and quality. As 3G
and 4G networks mature, centralized-SON
(C-SON) is the ideal solution to give these
technologies a new lease of life and boost
speeds and coverage.
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Following SON, NFV is still a nascent
technology which is likely to develop even
more over time. But with more operators
looking to move their networks towards
virtualization, it makes sense for SON to
reform its optimization software to NFV’s
principles and methodologies. As mobile
networks become virtualized it is vital
that SON can also work within a virtual
environment, so it makes sense for SON
automation to be virtualized as well.

C-SON automatically optimizes operators’
networks to deliver capacity when and
where it is needed most. It extends coverage
and improves network quality and as a
result delivers improved Quality of Service
(QoS) for subscribers. Additionally, it
reduces network complexity by delivering
network optimization through one single
solution, eliminating the need for multiple
optimization tools.
These solutions are capable of reacting to
real-time changes in network conditions and
matching capacity, coverage and quality to
individual user needs. The fundamentals
behind true C-SON are: self-configuration,
self-optimization and self-healing.
As with any great technology, SON is
continuing to evolve. One of the latest
developments has been its capability to utilize
user-specific data. It can take into account
network conditions and intelligently optimize
mobile networks in real-time.
Network Virtualization

However, network virtualization can be
difficult to manage because of increased
complexity. SON can solve this by
simplifying the network management
behind it. Virtualizing SON and making it
NFV compatible will enable the centralized
control of the network, merging the benefits
of both NFV and SON to provide ultimate
network management.
Emerging Asia-Pacific Markets
NFV when combined with SDN can offer
a range of benefits that are attractive to
developing and emerging markets. The
complementary technologies will provide
significant benefits by allowing operators to
use off-the-shelf servers, operating-system
software - through virtualization to cut
network capital and operating expenses.
Cloud software by nature is highly open,
which fuels a healthy ecosystem and
supports heterogeneous networks. Open
source projects’ use of collaboration helps
to drive cost down, prevent vendor “lockin” and can provide better overall quality of
experience to subscribers.

The way people use their mobile devices
is changing, and is becoming more and
more video-centric. It is expected that video
consumption will have reached 79 percent
of all consumer internet traffic by 2018, and
with this growth comes extreme pressure on
mobile network bandwidth. Virtualization of
the RAN is one way that could help combat
and manage the huge increase in mobile
data that operators will experience. Putting
RAN in the cloud, or Cloud RAN, will add
intelligence to the EDGE and enable the
network to respond dynamically, on-demand.

SON could also play a vital role in the
management of mobile networks in
developing markets. It is expected that
in the coming years there will be faster
adoption of mobile broadband in developing
and emerging markets as their economies
continue to expand. SON’s ability to
increase network capacity, efficiency and
quality could prove a pivotal cost-effective
solution in these areas.

SON works by optimizing the RAN –
therefore with RAN moving to the cloud, it
makes sense for SON to follow.

When it comes to NFV, much has been
discussed about the operational and financial
benefits to mobile operators. The technology
could result in the increase of application

and service innovation, as the cost of trying
new things is driven down in a virtualized
network since there are no costly hardware
upgrades. And, since heavy investments
are required when implementing dedicated
hardware, failure is not an option, and
therefore operators are less willing to
introduce riskier services.
However, network virtualization will enable
network savings. Thereby making testing
and delivery easier - and allow operators
to introduce much lower scale services,
which still generate revenue. This in turn
could increase service innovation through
increased competition, driving new services
to benefit subscribers and strengthening
customer loyalty.
SON on Cloud and the Future
NFV and SON are technologies that when
working together can help improve mobile
network management dramatically. They
both have positive impacts on the quality
of service that subscribers receive, and
increase innovation in the market. Although
the timeframe for true virtualization of
mobile networks is still undecided, with
NFV pioneers like Alcatel-Lucent and IBM
promoting Cloud infrastructures such as
the CloudBand™ Ecosystem, BlueMix™
and SoftLayer® initiatives, it’s safe to
expect industry adoption to increase. Open
communities with vendors and developers
working together will inevitably help NFV
get to market faster. With the realization of
RAN virtualization, the movement of SON
automation from the Cloud goes to follow in
order to support the dynamic management
of future networks. Therefore, it is vital that
SON providers look beyond the mobile
networks of today. And instead, look to what
they will become in the not so distant future –
on the operator cloud. l

The Real Benefits for the Operators and their
Subscribers
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Software-based video delivery solutions and
virtualization: Providing increased flexibility, efficiency,
and cost savings to operators
by Nivedita Nouvel, VP Marketing, Broadpeak

A software-based approach to content delivery simplifies system upgrades and maintenance.
As technology advances, operators can take advantage of new features and capabilities by
reinstalling a new version of the software as opposed to swapping out hardware, which can
be expensive. With a software-centric content delivery model, operators can rely on more
than one CDN technology vendor.

Nivedita Nouvel joined Broadpeak in 2010 as Vice President Marketing, and is responsible for all communications, product strategy and
positioning within the company.
Previously Nouvel worked at Envivio as a Product Manager, specializing in their H.264 encoding technology. Prior to joining Envivio,
Nouvel was in charge of the IPTV and Mobile TV Service Platform at Thomson.
Nivedita graduated from Télécom Bretagne Engineering School and holds a Master of Science in Satellite Communications from
University College London (UCL).

Over the last few years, the television
world has gone through a radical
transformation. Gone are the days when
consumers would leave work, come
home, and sit down to enjoy a full
night of entertainment on their living
room TVs. Today’s consumers are now
watching a mixture of live, VOD, catchup TV, and other advanced services, such
as OTT, on an ever-increasing number
of devices, including smartphones and
tablets. As consumer demand for video
content anytime, anywhere, on any device
continues to grow at a dizzying pace, payTV operators are seeking content delivery
network (CDN) solutions that are more
efficient and flexible to speed up the time
to market for new services and decrease
capital and operating expenses. This article
examines the benefits of a software-based
approach to content delivery compared
with the traditional hardware-based
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method. In addition, the article looks at key
trends for OTT video delivery, including
network functions virtualization (NFV) and
software-defined networks (SDN).
Benefits of software-based video delivery
solutions
Traditionally, the content delivery chain has
included a variety of proprietary hardwarebased systems. However, as operators look
to deliver more content to more devices
more affordably, a software-based approach,
implying
portability
on
off-the-shelf
hardware, is emerging as the ideal solution.
Software-based video delivery solutions offer
several key benefits to operators. One benefit
is flexibility, which is very important today
as operators look to launch new value-added
services with agility. Trading proprietary
hardware for off-the-shelf hardware enables

operators to change the purpose of hardware
easily (e.g., an encoder can be converted into
a streaming server). In addition, a variety of
off-the-shelf hardware and software vendors
can be used. Operators are not confined
to just choosing one vendor. This enables
them to choose best-of-breed equipment that
matches their exact requirements. Separating
hardware from the software also increases
business flexibility. By dissociating the
provisioning of the hardware and the delivery
of the CDN software, operators can achieve
faster deployment times for new services.
A software-based approach to content
delivery also simplifies system upgrades
and maintenance. As technology advances,
operators can take advantage of new features
and capabilities by reinstalling a new version
of the software as opposed to swapping out
hardware, which can be expensive. With a
software-centric content delivery model,

NFV/SDN

operators can rely on more than one CDN
technology vendor.
Adopting a purely software-based approach
to content delivery also opens up the
possibility for virtualization.
Virtualizing Content Delivery with CDNs
By deploying a CDN solution in a private cloud,
operators can completely virtualize content
delivery. From a technical standpoint, it is more
or less easy to virtualize a CDN architecture. An
operator merely needs to provision blade centers,
storage, processing power, and connectivity in a
cloud-based data center.
A software-based CDN solution is naturally a
better fit for virtualization than a proprietary
hardware-based solution. In order to define
a reliable CDN architecture, it is important
to adopt a flexible approach that allows
operators to deploy an application on costeffective off-the-shelf hardware as opposed to
using video servers capable of streaming tens
of Gbps but that will impact many content
and customers in the case of a failure.
The greatest challenge with virtualization is
that the operator must be able to appropriately
allocate applications to the resources. For
example, it is not efficient to run virtual
machines hosting applications that will face
peak consumption at the same time on the
same hardware. The performances will be
degraded in this case, and the virtualization
will have brought no benefit to the operator.
Planning based on the similarities between
applications must be done carefully to
fully benefit from NFV. Once this is done,
operators can truly capitalize on the flexibility
brought by NFV.
Virtualizing the CDN for OTT delivery offers
several important benefits. The greatest benefit
is reduced capital expenses. With a virtualized
infrastructure, operators will be spending
less on hardware, and there will be resource
sharing going on for certain functions. For
example, load balancing between different
servers handling different formats.
Scalability is another benefit of virtualized
infrastructures. Operators can easily add
more storage or processing power to launch
new services quickly. Before, they may have
had to wait a few weeks or months to deploy
dedicated hardware that had to be shipped
and go through customs.
Operators that are using a virtualized
infrastructure for content delivery also will

see increased robustness. The cloud has
built-in capabilities for duplicating content,
which is beneficial for disaster recovery. If
one virtual server fails, another server will
automatically take over.
Frameworks for
infrastructures

Cloud-based

Network

NFV and SDN have emerged as two popular
frameworks designed to help operators
transition toward an open, software-centric
network infrastructure. The idea behind NFV
is to replace hardware network equipment
such as routers and switches with software
running on off-the-shelf servers. This allows
operators to reduce the number of machines
deployed in a network to support a service.
ETSI, the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI), is responsible for
standardizing the protocols and, if necessary,
the workflows at stake. Some documents are
already available, and we can expect to see
the finalization of the first step of the work
in 2015. Within the industry, NFV is mainly
receiving support from network operators
and carriers.
SDN, on the other hand, is based on the
concept of separating the control plane
and the data plane, replacing standard
network protocols with centralized software
applications, and programming the behavior
of the network components. The objective
is to boost innovation by making the switch
to a new network configuration simple
and fast. OpenFlow is the communication
protocol defined within the SDN framework
that specifies the organization and way that
streams are controlled, and some trial projects
are already underway.
While NFV and SDNs are sometimes
considered competing approaches, they
should be seen as complementary since they
do not cover the same scope: NFV is about
the virtualization of network functions while
SDN is about automating and orchestrating
the use of these functions. It is therefore
possible, but not compulsory, to combine
both NFV and SDN approaches. The benefit
of combining them is to have a self-supported
system with automated workflows that can
allocate and de-allocate resources based on
the current needs.
Both frameworks are relatively new in the
market; however, SDN is a bit more mature
since specifications already exist. It is simpler
to implement an SDN type of network
strategy within an organization since the
scope of the covered functions can be limited.

On the other hand, NFV requires a larger
consensus between several operators and
providers to be implemented, which is more
time-consuming.
One trend we’re seeing is that the industry
is currently moving faster than the
standardization process for these models. Thus,
it’s likely that some operators will establish a
virtualization strategy and will not wait for
the standard to implement it. The requirement
for virtualizing the video delivery process is
greater in areas of the world where the uptake
of services is fast. According to a recent
Nielsen report, this is the case in the APAC
region, where the highest growth rates for OTT
consumption are found.
ETSI has already referenced CDN as a use
case covered by the scope of NFV. The
objectives are to be able to reallocate the
resources used by the streaming servers
to other tasks when the peak hour is over,
host several CDN solutions on the same
hardware, have more flexibility in allocating
streaming resources based on consumption,
and to launch new wholesale models with the
possibility for content providers to rent CDN
capabilities directly from the operators. The
latter approach is already being deployed by
operators around the world. Using this type
of CDN solution, operators can make their
CDN available to content providers directly
to separate the CDN topology and servers.
The main target of the NFV approach is not
to improve the quality of content delivery
but rather to decrease its cost by mutualizing
hardware and using off-the-shelf equipment.
For example, in the case of a CDN, one
could replace dedicated hardware capable
of streaming 80 Gbps with two off-the-shelf
machines capable of streaming 40 Gbps but
costing less than half the price each. Power
consumption is reduced, as these servers can
be reused to do offline transcoding during offpeak hours, for example, without the need of
switching on new machines.
Conclusion
As operators around the world try to keep
up with the growing consumer demand
for video content anytime, anywhere, on
any device, an off-the-shelf hardware
and software approach compared with a
proprietary hardware method is the ideal
solution for OTT video delivery. Softwarebased video delivery brings increased
flexibility, efficiency, and cost savings to
operators, opening up the opportunity for a
completely virtualized infrastructure. l
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SDN: A new era for cloud and mobile networking
by Stu Benington, Vice President, Cloud and SDN Business Unit, Coriant

Stu Benington explores the rich opportunities that software-defined networking is offering
companies in the Asia-Pacific region.

Stuart Benington is Director of the Cloud/SDN Business Unit at Coriant, where he is responsible for the SDN, NFV and cloud-based
solution portfolio.
Benington has 25 years of experience in the technology industry and prior to this role, Benington held a variety of product management,
marketing, and engineering positions for products in the packet optical, routing and mobile infrastructure markets.
Stuart Bennington graduated from Northwestern University - Kellogg School of Management, Purdue University, USA.

The boom in demand for services like
cloud computing, mobile broadband and
the Internet of Things – which is rapidly
evolving into the Internet of Everything –
is creating a huge tidal wave of ‘big data’;
data whose volume gets so large it becomes
challenging to store and process it. This
‘hypergrowth’ presents both opportunities
and headaches for service and network
providers dealing with data- and bandwidththirsty end-user applications.
As businesses and consumers increasingly
embrace this technology the pressure is piling
firmly onto service providers’ traditional
business models and exposing the limitations
of their traditional static and stratified
transport architectures.
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To meet these major challenges, service
providers all over the world – but particularly
in APAC – are now looking to one of the
industry’s most promising technologies as
one of the key remedies. Software-defined
networking (SDN) will be absolutely critical
in enabling service providers to create
more efficient, agile and scalable transport
infrastructures that are capable of meeting the
demands of the cloud and networking world.
SDN is still aspirational for many
organisations, but the reality is that 2014 is
becoming the watershed year for the concept.
Operators are finally realising the value of
the opportunity and making the move from
research and lab trials to field trials and
actually implementing it in their networks.

Indeed, analysts are particularly positive
about the surge in SDN implementation, with
IDC forecasting it to become a US$3.7 billion
market by 2016.
According to Infonetics, trials of SDN
this year are set to move into commercial
deployments through 2015, with widespread
small commercial deployments the following
year as operators move at their own pace
with selected NFV use cases and SN
network domains. Between 2017 and 2020
SDN and NFV will become the new norm,
with operators feeling comfortable with the
technology and fully adopting the process.
With the SDN market set to boom in the next
three to five years, below is an overview of

NFV/SDN

what service providers, network operators
and end users across the APAC region need to
look out for from the technology.
Revenue growth: Job one
Clearly the biggest opportunity that SDN
provides is the opportunity to drive revenue
growth. Operators are facing an increasingly
competitive environment with new entrants
such as cloud hosting operators, content
/ OTT players, data centre infrastructure
players, and so forth. Meanwhile the new
applications that are propagating from end
users lend themselves more directly to
the network environments that these new
operators provide.
SDN is levelling the playing field. Traditional
infrastructure made the applications adapt
to the network; SDN empowers the reverse
– the network adapts to the specific needs
of the applications, empowering greater
efficiency, performance, and a better enduser experience. Financially, this drives a
‘connection on demand’ model that can be
specifically tailored to an application and to
an end-user’s willingness to pay. Moreover,
the increase in network efficiency means that
operators can get better yields by packing
more users and connections into existing
infrastructure. Finally, the greatly expedited
service turn up time that SDN enables will
translate into significantly improved time-torevenue for operators.
Radical saving benefits
Implementing SDN provides radical cost
and time saving benefits for enterprises and
operators alike. The most obvious of these
is the opportunity to automate activities
via program controls, which enables
organisations to mechanise functions, reduce
the risk of human error and consequently
increase business efficiency.
The rapid availability of new products
and services is also a vital benefit of
taking a software-defined approach to
networking. It also decreases the time taken
to dimension and provision resources for
applications, while reducing the complexity
of provisioning and configuring diverse
resources. In this sense SDN acts as a
network ‘compiler’ by translating complex
operational management into a holistic,
abstracted programming model.
SDN also enables customers to quickly
customise required connection parameters
while operators distribute loads to the

most operators distribute loads to the most
appropriate resources more efficiently,
decreasing
capex
and
opex
costs.
Additionally, vendor lock-in is minimised, as
is the need for forced upgrade cycles.
Revolutionising business and consumer data
SDN will open up a world of data-rich
opportunities to businesses and consumers
alike. As service providers transform their
existing network resources and architectures
to adapt to this new networked world a
number of key network attributes need to be
addressed, and SDN technologies will play a
critical role in each.
Programmability: The quickest way to
introduce and adjust services is to make the
network more programmable. This means
making the network fully adaptable to
the evolving needs of end users, network
operators, and the applications themselves.
As mentioned previously software-defined
programmability and the automation of
network resources will enable service
providers to unlock new service revenue
opportunities, such as transport as a service,
bandwidth-on-demand
and
scheduled
bandwidth; adapt to real time network
changes, such as virtual machine migration;
reduce overall network complexity; and use
network resources more efficiently.
End-to-end multilayer integration: The
shift of end-user services and applications
to private and public cloud networks
places even more importance on agile
and efficient integration of compute and
storage resources. This is across multiple
geographies, such as access, metro, core,
and protocol layers, such as wavelength,
Optical Transport Network, Ethernet and
IP/MPLS. SDN plays an important role in
harmonising capabilities across this broad
range of resources and enabling a true endto-end global view of the network.
Of particular importance is optical layer
flexibility. The physical layer of the network
has seen significant technology advances,
including coherent transmission, colourless
/ directionless / contentionless ROADMs,
flexible-grid-enabled superchannels, and
photonic mesh. To achieve maximum
flexibility, scalability and resiliency, serviceprovider transport networks must fully
leverage such technology innovation at
the photonic layer to meet the performance
requirements of cloud-centric residential
and enterprise applications. That can only be
fully realised with SDN, through inclusion

of the optical layer as a legitimate alternative
to pure packet forwarding as application
needs dictate.
Openness:
Packet
optical
transport
infrastructure networks are multi-vendor and
multi-technology by nature. They therefore
depend on standards-based protocols to
enable interoperability at the physical layer.
SDN enables an unparalleled administering of
multi-vendor networks and architectures with
an open and collaborative software-based
development process focused on end-user
applications and optimized for enhancednetwork programmability.
An open SDN environment has huge
potential for both users and operators. It can
drive innovation at an unprecedented pace
by enabling the easy introduction of new
functions and applications written by network
vendors, third-party developers, and even the
operators themselves.
Innovation: Fostering innovation along
the lines just described is perhaps the most
lucrative opportunity for an SDN-enabled
network. As a further example, it’s possible to
write abstracted applications for the network
and apply them in a way that’s detached from
specific vendors, protocols, or geographic
environments. These abstracted applications
can be specific to use cases like dynamic
congestion management, carrier applications,
such as mobile video management,
technologies including weather management
for microwave links, and many more.
Prepare for the Hypergrowth
The multitude of benefits SDN offers means
it will quickly become the technology
foundation for efficient, adaptive networking.
As the growth of data-intensive applications
and the emergence of new technologies
continue to snowball, service providers will
find themselves needing to find the answers to
the ever-increasing demand from businesses
and consumers. Building this foundation will
take time but the sooner operators start to
take the initial steps on the SDN ladder, the
bigger their competitive dividends will be
down the road. l
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Subscriber aware SDN fabric enabling NFV
by Anshu Agarwal, VP Marketing, ConteXtream

Subscriber awareness for service function chaining (SFC) refers to the ability to associate
traffic with a customer while making appropriate, traffic-related networking decisions. SFC
has gained a lot of interest due to network virtualization and it addresses networking challenges
created when middle-boxes like firewalls, spam filters, DPI elements, etc., are virtualized.

Anshu Agarwal, VP Marketing
As VP Marketing, Anshu Agarwal is responsible for all marketing functions including product management, product marketing and
marketing communications.
Prior to ConteXtream, she held marketing leadership positions at several networking companies including Juniper Networks, Ankeena
(acquired by Juniper), Level 3 Communications where she led successful marketing teams. She also worked Akamai Technologies and
Speedera Networks (acquired by Akamai) where she was instrumental in establishing the India office.
Anshu holds a B.S in Electronics from IIT/Roorkee, India; an M.S. in Electrical Engineering from Rutgers; and an MBA from the Kellogg
Graduate School of Management, Illinois.

Subscriber awareness is not a new concept
but providing subscriber-level information
to every function in a network has been
difficult to implement in traditional networks.
However, NFV/SDN framework has made
it possible to obtain this information more
easily. Subscriber awareness in the network
layer interconnecting virtual network
elements benefits operators by:
• Providing unprecedented visibility into
the network across elements interconnected
using the SDN fabric
• Enabling delivery of personalized
services by leveraging functions in the
network
• Improving security and diagnostics by
identifying and isolating subscriber flows as
needed
In areas of the world where smartphone
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penetration (and therefore the data usage)
is still rapidly growing, such as countries
in the Asia Pacific region, these benefits
are particularly important as they prepare
networks to handle significant increases
in traffic effectively. To understand these
benefits it is essential to look at this in a
context of particular use cases. Subscriber
awareness for service function chaining
(SFC) refers to the ability to associate traffic
with a customer while making appropriate,
traffic-related networking decisions. SFC
has gained a lot of interest due to network
virtualization and it addresses networking
challenges created when middle-boxes like
firewalls, spam filters, DPI elements, etc., are
virtualized.
As a major example of SFC in operator
networks, consider the Gi/SGi interface, the

‘reference point’ defined by 3GPP between
the mobile packet core and packet data
networks (PDN).
Subscriber Aware Service Function Chaining
(SFC) in Gi-LAN
A major shortcoming in the IP networking
infrastructure is that networks created are
relatively static and optimized for traffic
forwarding. In today’s largely physical
networks, it is very common for operators
to deploy middle boxes for advanced
services, such as firewalls; content filters
and optimization mechanisms; deep packet
inspection (DPI); caching; etc. These
functions are usually deployed as appliances
on proprietary hardware and installed in
the data path at fixed locations in or at the
edge of the carrier core network. Typically

NFV/SDN

of each physical load balancer in the rails
architecture. The Mapping Service nodes
serve as a repository of data on endpoints
(flows detected at ingress), Virtual Network
Functions, policy and management. They are
interconnected via the overlay network and
serve to federate the Controllers into a single
logical entity. At every function hop the
mapping service is used to steer traffic on a
per-subscriber basis to the next hop.

functions deployed at this point do not use
the traditional client-server, destination
based forwarding paradigm of IP and
Ethernet. Rather, traffic flows through them
in a sequence and are often implemented
as logical or physical “rails” with all bearer
traffic going through all of them.

physical) networks for interconnection of a
chain of middle boxes, two main factors to
keep in mind are:

Today, as pointed out by the SFC WG Problem
Statement, middle box functions are deployed
using network topologies that serve only to
“insert” the service function (i.e., a link exists
only to ensure that traffic traverses a service
function). These “extra” links are not required
from a native packet delivery perspective.
As more service functions are required (often
with strict ordering), topology changes are
needed before and after each service function,
resulting in complex network changes and
device configuration. In such topologies, all
traffic, (whether a service function needs to be
applied or not), often passes through with the
same strict order. The topological coupling
limits placement and selection of service
functions. Service functions are “fixed” in
place by topology and, therefore, placement
and service function selection taking into
account network topology information is
not viable. Moreover, altering the services
traversed, or their order, based on flow
direction is also not possible.

These deployment considerations can make
middle box networking very complex,
especially in service provider networks given
both the very large number of endpoints
(subscribers) and exploding traffic volumes.
In this environment, designing, operating,
and maintaining a network for middle boxes
with high availability can prove particularly
challenging,

Further, many middle-box functions such as
Firewall, NAT, TCP optimization, are flow
state dependent. The flow state, which is
derived in the initial traffic direction, such
as a TCP SYN, must also be used to apply
treatment in the opposite direction. Therefore,
the same network element must process
the bidirectional traffic for all flows that it
is servicing. Maintaining this bidirectional
requirement is critical to the functionality
of these elements. In other words, several
middle box functions have endpoint affinity.
In summary when designing (virtual or

• Order of function traversal
• Bidirectional flows in order to provide
service for all functions

These considerations lead to a network
design where subscriber endpoints are first
“routed/switched” onto manageable “rails”
(something the elements and load balancers
can accommodate).
In this typical architecture of rails, there
is a distribution of networking information
(or states) in several points. This becomes
a useful consideration when we discuss the
transition to NFV.
This has a drawback that it considers
the traffic in one direction, however the
networking needs to be setup in a bidirectional manner.
In a subscriber-aware architecture, subscriber
aware service chaining leverages a
mapping service (extension to the Network
Virtualization Authority and LISP mapping)
to allow subscriber traffic flows to be
identified individually. Steering decisions
are made based on which function instances
(of a middle-box) will process on that
particular users’ traffic flow. The mapping
layer maintains state (affinity) information,
which was previously distributed inside

This architecture helps operators implement
policy across the entire service chain with
customization leading to better utilization of
resources. Subscriber aware service chaining
also makes it much easier to introduce new
functions, therefore improving the agility of a
new service roll-out.
This architecture is not limited to SFC use
cases but can be utilized in other NFV use
cases such as vCPE, vEPC, vSBC and many
more. This unique subscriber/endpoint
awareness offered by subscriber-aware
SDN fabric at carrier-scale enables network
operators to increase revenues as well as
reduce cost of operations by:
• Creating a programmable network and
enabling new services and applications to
roll-out easily and quickly
• Providing customized and personalized
services rather than a “one-size-fits-all”
approach
• Improving
network
and
resource
utilization thus reducing CAPEX and OPEX
The figure below depicts current and
predicted smartphone penetration across Asia
Pacific through 2018.
With countries like India increasing from
5.5 percent penetration to 21.5 percent
expected in 2018, it could be a serious
problem for networks if they aren’t designed
to accommodate rapid data growth. Countries
in this region are expected to experience
smartphone penetration increases from 53 to
290 percent over the course of only six years
making smartphone penetration as high as
75.3 percent in countries like South Korea.
Asia Pacific in particular should be looking
to subscriber aware SDN solutions for the
most effective way to optimize the networks
and making it programmable to be able to add
new services quickly. l
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The Orchestration Arms Race and the Rise of Unified
Network Management
by Prabhu Ramachndran, Director of WebNMS, a Zoho Corp company

Network functions virtualization (NFV) and software-defined networking (SDN) signal the
escalation of an agility arms race between the demand and supply of dynamic network services.
Network service providers must embrace automation to keep pace with cloud IT workload
agility, whose on-demand compute resources are automated by centralized orchestration
software. To deploy competitive, on-demand services, carrier network orchestration needs to
unify network management across the service network, from end to end. The scope of this
orchestration in a service provider network presents unique challenges. Network management
software vendors have an excellent opportunity to help service providers transform their
networks into agile, service delivery engines.

Prabhu Ramachandran has over 14 years of experience at Zoho Corporation creating WebNMS suite of products and solutions for
the Telecom network management market. He handles strategic areas of WebNMS such as product management, customer support
and professional services for telecom network management products and M2M/IoT based remote management products. WebNMS
offers multi vendor, end-to-end Network and Service orchestration solutions for telecom Networks including Carrier Ethernet ,MPLS,
Broadband, LTE and Satellite domains.
Prabhu holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Electronics and Communication from Madras University,Chennai, India.
Expertise: Telecom Network Management, Machine to Machine

Carrier NFV and SDN Adoption
Quite logically, carriers are driving the NFV
initiative to enhance their infrastructure
with cloud computing technology. NFV
converts network functions implemented with
proprietary hardware systems into a cloud
workload of virtual machines on a flexible
pool of commodity servers. As one of many
cloud workloads, NFV leverages the cloud’s
economies of scale in system development
and manufacturing. More importantly, the
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cloud provides the resource flexibility, ondemand agility and scalability that carriers
need to control their operational costs as the
demand for dynamic services grows.
In fact, clouds themselves are the major
driver of dynamic service demand. Cloud
workload flexibility requires responsive
networking services. Developed on the cloud
itself, NFV and SDN highlight the escalation
of an agility arms race between the demand
and supply of dynamic network services.

Under the efficiency of clouds lies the
principle of automation, achieved through
centralized orchestration. The network
must embrace the automation principle
within its own operations to stay in the
race. For example, to take full advantage
of NFV resource agility, the management
of virtualized network functions (VNFs)
must respond in kind with automated
interface creation, element configuration
and service provisioning.

NFV/SDN

Additional carrier-specific orchestration
challenges arise from the sheer number of
network services under management, often
sharing infrastructure amongst services with
a variety of SLAs. Carrier-scale network
operators must reliably provision and
monitor all of these services while assuring
each customer of performance through proactive troubleshooting, portals and reports.
This unified architecture requires a powerful
software platform adaptable to complex
network and service modeling, reliable
at scale and fluent in many protocols.
Developing such a platform from scratch
would be uneconomical and delay the
deployment of these important new services.
Therefore, service providers are looking
at extending the capabilities of existing
software platforms to provide network
orchestration.
Consolidation of Management Silos
Figure 1 - Unified Architecture for Carrier Network Orchestration

Similarly, SDN architectures, emerging
from enterprise and data center clouds, are
intrinsically and explicitly automated through
network orchestration. By definition, carrier
SDN services will use orchestration to
automate service delivery.
However,
enterprise-class,
SDN-only
network orchestration is insufficient for
carriers. Carrier orchestration must unify
SDN and traditional network service
provisioning as well as the management of
underlying multi-vendor network elements,
transport network elements and dynamically
provisioned NFV functions.
Unification Benefits
New applications that operate at a large scale,
where application-driven network efficiencies
are meaningful, will adopt SDN and expect
rapid, flexible SDN service provisioning
from their networks. In this case, the need
for network automation is obvious. Providers
who cannot provision these services ondemand will cede the business to competitors
or, in a small number of large volume cases,
to in-house private networks.
Not as obvious, but probably just as
important, carriers must also automate
traditional service provisioning. Over time,
existing IT workloads will migrate to cloud
infrastructure, and new applications will be
developed for cloud architectures. Many
of these applications will not justify the
investment in SDN application control of

the network. However, as dynamic cloud
workloads, they will expect comparable
agility from the network. Therefore,
automating traditional IT services will help
streamline cloud migration, perhaps to a
carrier cloud, and reduce the investment
needed in translating applications to SDN.
Carrier Ethernet, MPLS and broadband
services all have extensive, sophisticated
mechanisms to facilitate the automation of
service activation, performance monitoring
and fault management.
Providers that automate both traditional
and SDN services will further benefit from
unifying their network orchestration across
the two domains. A unified platform will
facilitate the transition of existing services
to an on-demand model where justified by
a business case. New services will have
ready access to the carrier’s existing optical,
Carrier Ethernet and MPLS infrastructure for
transport, overlays and interworking.
Unique Carrier Challenges
Leveraging the strategic value of their
network infrastructure introduces unique
challenges for carrier network orchestration.
This extensive infrastructure includes the
packet network elements themselves as well
as underlying transport elements that scale
the service provider’s footprint to regional or
global scales. Carriers have deployed network
and transport elements from multiple vendors
which require orchestration platform fluency
in multiple protocols.

In today’s networks, network management
software (NMS) coordinates element
management and service provisioning.
However, operational silos often create
barriers that prevent end-to-end automation
in these networks. Silos fragment information
and control thus creating the need for ad hoc
manual process steps.
Network operational silos have arisen from
the use of point NMS solutions. Carrier
network management systems often rely
upon distinct management applications from
each of their equipment vendors and several
function-specific applications from their
NMS vendors. Commonly, these applications
also span organizations within the service
provider, for example, transport and
service organizations. These organizational
boundaries tend to reinforce functional silos
and spawn silos of their own.
Evolving Management into Orchestration
Despite these existing challenges, multivendor, carrier NMS vendors have an
excellent opportunity to leverage their
existing technology into carrier network
orchestration platforms. These carrier
orchestration platforms must unify the diverse
management aspects of carrier networks
to help service providers eliminate their
operation silos. Once unified, a flexible,
extensible NMS platform would provide
an ideal framework in which to embed
automated business logic, customized to each
service provider’s requirements.
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Figure 2 - Unified Network Management enables Network Orchestration

Leading carrier NMS vendors have extensive,
field-proven solutions capable of unifying
management across several dimensions.
First, unification requires a comprehensive,
integrated FCAPS suite of NMS functions to
consolidate all of the point solutions currently
deployed as NMS silos. Supporting multivendor networks is mandatory. Solution
modules can help expedite this consolidation
for common networks such as Carrier
Ethernet, MPLS and broadband access.
Integrating traditional networks requires
extensive libraries of management protocols
to efficiently integrate multi-layer and multivendor network equipment as well as legacy
service operation and billing support systems
(OSS/BSS).

providers market additional services and
accept on-demand service requests.

Forward-looking NMS vendors have
already advanced SDN orchestration by
integrating with SDN controllers through
their northbound, REST APIs. REST APIs,
fast becoming the standard interface of
next-generation IT technologies, will also
enable network orchestration to coordinate
with the cloud for NFV provisioning and to
seamlessly federate information with other
IT frameworks such as big data analytics.
Big data analytics promises to guide service
providers in refining their businesses,
partly based on the real-time information
repositories of the network itself.

Finally, as flexible, extensible frameworks,
carrier network orchestration platforms must
provide robust tools for service provider
customization. By offloading the unification
of network management and supporting
extension tools, NMS vendors allow service
providers to focus their development
resources on methodically defining and
automating their unique business logic.

With orchestration automating routine
network
operations,
these
dynamic
information repositories will serve another
vital purpose, namely, visibility into network
and service status by several organizations.
Within the provider, network operations,
network planning and customer service, all
require dashboards to visualize the network.
Troubleshooting and help desk tasks require
intuitive navigation tools to drill down into
problem areas. A filtered view of this same
information will be exported to real-time
customer portals, which will also help service
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An Open Orchestration Ecosystem
To evolve into carrier network orchestration
solution providers, NMS vendors must
engage and collaborate with the entire
ecosystem. They must track emerging
requirements from standards bodies such as
the ETSI NFV working group and industry
groups, e.g., the Carrier Ethernet Forum. To
reduce carrier development and maintain
multi-vendor
capabilities,
orchestration
platforms can integrate with equipment
vendor and SDN controller partners,
promoting an open environment.

The collaboration between HFR, Inc.,
Korea’s representative vendor of wired and
wireless network equipment, and WebNMS
demonstrates the ecosystem’s value. HFR
needed an end-to-end service orchestration
solution for their HA-800 series of mobile
backhaul systems. Rather than introducing
silos, HFR chose to integrate the WebNMS
Carrier Ethernet Management Solution,
which provides a comprehensive, end-toend network management suite, including
discovery,
service
activation,
service
assurance, fault management and security.
Not only was HFR able to quickly deliver
an end-to-end management solution
for mobile backhaul, they have armed
their service provider customers with an

extensible framework. By adding their own
business logic on the WebNMS framework,
these service providers can further unify
and automate their network operations.
Either through intuitive graphical interfaces
or REST APIs, the WebNMS framework
also enables providers to offer on-demand
service portals that further enhance their
service agility.
Although carrier orchestration presents
significant challenges as described above,
network service providers have a clear need
that creates an excellent opportunity for
NMS vendors. The market is caught up in
the service agility arms race, highlighted by
NFV and SDN. On-demand service providers
have no choice but to embrace automation
to remain competitive. Carrier network
orchestration, built on a unified network
management platform, is a prerequisite for
this automation. By leveraging their existing
technology, multi-vendor NMS vendors
should enhance their value by delivering
carrier network orchestration platforms that
boost carrier service agility in the escalating
arms race of dynamic services. l
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Distributed NFV: Ensuring that the Benefits of
Virtualization Exceed the Costs
by Dr. Yuri Gittik, Head of Strategic Developments and Innovation, RAD

Yuri Gittik is Head of Strategic Developments and Innovation at RAD. In this capacity, he is responsible for steering the innovation and
leading strategic development of new RAD solutions and partnerships, with a particular focus on NFV and cloud solutions. Dr. Gittik
also leads RAD’s strategic cooperation with key carrier accounts around the world, as well as R&D collaboration.
Since coming to RAD in 1991, Dr. Gittik has held various positions in product management, product marketing and sales. In 1999 he
established a new Business Development Department, which he headed until 2005, and was instrumental in leading the company in the
emerging Ethernet access and mobile backhauling markets and fostering cooperation with strategic accounts and partners. From 2005
to 2012 he served as RAD’s Chief Strategy Officer.
Prior to joining RAD, he held a variety of positions with a number of consulting firms in the fields of research and analysis.
Dr. Gittik holds an M.S. in Systems Engineering and a Ph.D. in Economics.

Over
the
last
few
decades
the
telecommunications industry has evolved
from one technology to the next at a
reasonably fast pace, but nothing seems
to have ever captured our collective
imagination as quickly as Network Functions
Virtualization (NFV).
While Software Defined Networking
(SDN) has been discussed in the industry
–in different approaches and flavors - for
several years already, the first anyone
ever heard of the term NFV was just
two years ago. In October 2012 twelve
service providers published what has now
become a seminal white paper on NFV. In
January 2013 the ETSI Network Functions
Virtualization industry specifications group
(ISG) was formed to steer NFV framework
development.
Riding the Virtualization Wave
To a large extent, NFV’s meteoric rise is all
very logical because, untypically for the
telecom industry, it has come from the bottom

up, as technologies and concepts from the IT
domain have now worked their way into the
network domain.
In the field of IT and computation, there has
been a major trend towards virtualization,
by which we mean the creation of a virtual
machine (VM) that acts like an independent
physical computer (or other hardware device).
But computers are not the only hardware
devices that can be virtualized. Functionality
of many (but not all) network elements can be
performed by software running on a VM or a
central processing unit (CPU).
Meanwhile, service providers have been
grappling with a series of complicated
challenges: the proliferation of bandwidthconsuming applications, growing demand
for
differentiated
services,
increased
service coverage that dictates inter-carrier
connectivity, LTE and LTE-A deployments
with partial or full mesh connectivity,
exacting customer expectations for the SLA
performance they are paying for, and lower
ARPU. All of this means that providers have

to find a way to offer a greater number of
value-added services and demonstrate agility
in addressing competition and customer needs
while reducing their TCO.
Accomplishing all this is no easy task,
especially financially, since the addition of
new services has inevitably required the
deployment of new dedicated hardware.
Apart from the resultant explosion in capital
expenses, there is the ongoing responsibility ‒
and additional cost ‒ of maintenance, which
includes training and salaries for technicians,
the inevitable upgrades, and electricity, not
to mention rack space in cramped facilities.
As CapEx and OpEx increased, competition
continued to drive profit margins down,
which were compromised even further by
“Over-the-Top” (OTT) services. Something
had to be done to break this vicious cycle,
and NFV was conceived to do just that.
For want of a better analogy, NFV was
designed to do for service providers what
your smartphone does for you. Even though
it’s a single device, your smartphone runs
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“With IT seeping into networking, traditional hardware vendors are placing an increasing
emphasis on software. For their part, operators will need to improve cooperation and
integration of their traditionally separate IT and networking teams. Intra-industry cooperation
will also reflect these changes. An NFV hardware ecosystem already has been formed by
Intel, while the RAD D-NFV Alliance has been initiated for application vendors, which see
D-NFV as the ideal vehicle for enabling their applications to run at the edge of the network.”
multiple software-based applications. No less
importantly, such applications are provided
by a huge group of developers and are easily
available (and in many cases, for free).
Similarly, the idea behind NFV was to do
away with multiple networking devices
and allow rapid and flexible deployment
of network functionality and value-added
service capabilities as software on standard
compute hardware. After all, switches,
routers, firewalls, among other network
elements, are all good candidates for
virtualization (as long as data rates are not
excessive).
Analyst Predictions
Industry analysts disagree about the precise
numbers, but while the NFV market may be
embryonic today, all foresee a promising
future. Mind Commerce estimates the NFV
market will grow at a CAGR of 46% through
2019 to reach revenues of $1.3 billion, up
from $203 million this year. TechNavio says
CAGR will grow even faster, by 51.57%
through 2018. Analysis Mason predicts
revenue of $2.4 billion in 2018. The “bestcase NFV market scenario,” according
to online publication Light Reading,
was prepared by Doyle Research, which
predicts that “the NFV market will start to
gain momentum” this year and will “reach
approximately $5 billion by 2018, including
software, servers, and storage.”
Meanwhile, for network architects and
planners, the most important issue today is
how to best accommodate the ever increasing
number of demands they face. Or, to put it
another way, how can they accommodate
all those demands in a non-destructive,
evolutionary and, most importantly, costjustified manner? After all, in the current
market, all new technologies must first and
foremost prove not just their technical virtues
but that their economic benefits exceed
CapEx and OpEx. What matters most now is
the business case, fiscal responsibility.
Bringing NFV to the Access
As is the (so far) prevalent case with SDN,
the typical perception of NFV is that it
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has to be located at the data center. But
that’s not necessarily the only case. NFV
can indeed be implemented in the access.
This is accomplished using an approach
called Distributed NFV (D-NFV), which
was already envisioned in the introductory
NFV White Paper and has been clearly
emphasized in several already completed
documents of the ETSI NFV ISG. What is
important, however, is that D-NFV has now
gone way beyond the discussion stage and
is now being tested by several operators
worldwide. Approved by the ETSI ISG and
sponsored by CenturyLink, a “Multi-vendor
Distributed NFV” proof of concept (PoC)
was successfully demonstrated at the Big
Telecom Event this summer in Chicago.
Field trials and early deployment are
expected in 2015 and mass deployments are
to start a year later.
This approach is widely accepted in APAC
as well, and leading carriers in the area
are expressing interest in such innovative
solutions. For instance, NTT successfully
completed another ETSI-approved PoC,
which paralleled the PoC mentioned
above and addressed a vCPE solution with
service chaining.
So what are the benefits of bringing NFV into
the access? It turns out there are many.

There is no doubt that a good argument
can be made for running new service
functionalities at a central location, such as
a data center. Admittedly, this would save on
IT resource costs by leveraging economies
of scale. However, placing functionalities
at a central location actually increases
networking resource costs as the result of
stringent connection delays or availability
requirements and increased bandwidth needs.
But we’re actually getting ahead of ourselves.
Certain functions, even if virtualized and
implemented as software, can only be
conducted in the access or customer edge, or
will better perform there. Just to give a few
indicative examples, these may include:
• End-to-end QoS/QoE monitoring
‒ if not implemented at the customer
site such measurements will not be
sufficiently accurate
• End-to-end security ‒ can only be
implemented at the customer site if required
to protect all connections up to the site
• Firewall ‒ depending on customer policy,
applying firewall rules outside the customer
premises may be not acceptable or create
potential risks; some customers may only
consider local firewall service; another issue
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cooperation will also reflect these changes.
An NFV hardware ecosystem already has
been formed by Intel, while the RAD D-NFV
Alliance has been initiated for application
vendors, which see D-NFV as the ideal
vehicle for enabling their applications to run
at the edge of the network.
It may only be two years since NFV first
burst onto the scene, but, thanks to D-NFV,
it is now poised to make a significant
contribution to the virtualized future of
networking in the access. l

could be the performance of a firewall placed
too far away in the cloud

Yes, they can, in particular with staged
NFV deployment.

• IP-PBX ‒ there are cases where
centralization of this function is not accepted
or partial only, as local voice connectivity
would be required even in case of a lost
WAN connection

Invest As-You-Go Flexibility

• WAN optimization ‒ by nature,
optimization for the access segment should be
implemented at the customer premises
The bottom line is that D-NFV allows
virtualized functions to be located
wherever they are most beneficial and least
expensive. It provides true freedom in
allocating virtualization resources in a most
economical way, taking into consideration
IT and networking resource costs, additional
revenue and operations efficiency. The
implications for service providers and
business customers alike are obvious. Both
would be best served with NFV located at
all possible locations, from the data center to
the network node to the customer premises,
and orchestrated together as a joint pool of
resources, dynamically tuned per network
changes and service needs. All these
considerations are of increasing importance
for the priority NFV use case –virtual CPE
(vCPE) for business customers.
So one final question has to be asked
and answered: Do the monetary benefits
exceed the costs? Can service providers
rest assured that D-NFV will make the
introduction of new value-added services
justified economically?

As a first phase, service providers can start
deploying NFV just with center-less D-NFV
approach by implementing virtualization only
at the customer edge. Then, with the service
and operation experience gained in this first
phase, they can proceed to full-scale NFV
by adding VNFs at data centers and/or the
network edge, if justified. Such invest-asyou-grow flexibility enables them to adopt a
phased bottom-up approach based on “service
incubation” at a limited number of customer
sites with incremental (and minimal upfront)
investment. This would not require network
route modification and should not affect
service SLA guarantees. It may also be more
economically viable, as it enables resultsdriven investment.
Moreover, new functionality can be
downloaded to customer edge devices
without the need to install new equipment
or undertake expensive truck-rolls. This
translates into far fewer on-site installations,
lower maintenance and energy expenditures
and better MTBF.
Conclusion
With IT seeping into networking, traditional
hardware vendors are placing an increasing
emphasis on software. For their part,
operators will need to improve cooperation
and integration of their traditionally separate
IT and networking teams. Intra-industry

Connect-World now on
Facebook & Twitter
Connect-World,
the
world’s
foremost discussion forum for
leaders in the ICT industry, is now
available on Facebook and Twitter.
The world’s top ICT decision
makers express their opinions in
Connect-World. They use clear,
non-technical, English to discuss
how ICT helps shape regional
and global development. The
articles essentially examine the
influence that ICT products and
services have on the way people
live and do business. With
separate editions for each of
the world’s regions, the reports
highlight the most important ICT
trends and issues influencing
socio-economic growth.
Connect-World is now available
to follow on Twitter (http://twitter.
com/#!/ConnectWorldICT) and
Facebook http://www.facebook.
com/connectworld.ict
Also, it is still possible, for FREE,
to directly access all past and
present Connect-World articles,
ICT Industry press releases,
eLetters, ICT News and more at
www.connect-world.com.
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Real Intelligence is Required for Virtualized Services
by Prayson Pate, Chief Technology Officer and Senior Vice President, R&D. Overture

The combination of falling rates and growing traffic is forcing Latin America’s carriers and
service providers to be more responsive to user demands. They need to leverage technology
drive new revenues and profits, re-configuring their networks to cost-effectively handle
increased voice and data traffic. Finding creative ways to trim costs, outsourcing noncore back-office tasks and finding the right partners, can make a tremendous difference by
giving regional providers the opportunities to simultaneously grow both traffic and revenues
throughout their networks.

Prayson Pate, Chief Technology Officer and Senior Vice President, R&D.
Prayson co-founded Overture and brings more than 28 years of experience developing software and hardware for networking products to
the Company. He began his career in 1983 at FiberLAN, moved to Bell Northern Research (Nortel) and joined Larscom in 1992. He has
extensive hardware/software design and management experience, and served as Director of Engineering at Larscom before co-founding
Overture. Prayson is active in standards bodies such as the MEF and IETF, and he was chosen to be the co-editor of the pseudowire
emulation edge-to-edge (PWE3) requirements and architecture documents (RFCs 3916 and 3985). Prayson holds a BS in electrical
engineering and computer science from Duke University and an MS in electrical and computer engineering from North Carolina State
University. He holds nine patents.

Network Functions Virtualization (NFV)
opens the door to radical changes in how
services are delivered, with the promise of
using cloud technologies, virtualized network
functions and standard hardware to lower
costs and drive faster times to market. These
opportunities are being actively pursued by
Asian communications service providers
(CSPs) such as China Telecom, NTT/
DOCOMO, KDDI, China Mobile, Telekom
Malaysia and Telkom Indonesia, as well as by
equipment suppliers such as Huawei, NEC,
Hitachi and Fujitsu. However, the radical
changes create a new set of challenges for
the CSPs and suppliers, particularly in the
area of understanding how well a service is
performing, and in diagnosing the service
when it is not meeting its Service Level
Agreement (SLA). In addition, consumer
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expectations for information on, and control
of their services is high and growing.
CSPs need to actively incorporate service

intelligence into their
virtualized services.

plans

for

new
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Virtualization and Abstraction
Before we go deeper into collecting data
and transforming it into intelligence, let us
first reviewing the underlying principles of
NFV. When we talk about virtualization and
abstraction, what do we really mean? Some
key points:
• Virtualization allows a physical resource,
such as a server, to be shared by multiple
software applications, each of which thinks it
has access to the entire machine in the form
of a virtual machine (VM). Virtualization
enables statistical multiplexing of resources
to lower costs, eases management of
software, and facilitates resilience. However,
it complicates operations if each VM is
being managed by a separate entity. How do
the higher-level entities gain the control that
they need, without interfering with other
components of the architecture?
• Abstraction allows a layer of functionality
to share the essential characteristics with
a higher-layer entity, but hide the details
that don’t matter. In particular, abstraction
allows one layer to make changes to how a
service or function is implemented without
sharing those details with a higher layer, thus
simplifying and accelerating the creation of
new revenue-generating services.
Note that virtualization and abstraction
may apply to all layers. Just as a layer may
abstract looking up, it uses abstraction
from a lower layer for delegation and gives
instructions on the functions that must be
provided, without concern for the details of
how those functions are implemented.
Transforming Data Into Intelligence
Even without NFV, CSPs already have big
challenges related to the massive amounts
of data associated with today’s services.
Here are some particular areas that must
be addressed.
Data
Collection:
Any
useful
communications
service
transits
a
variety of Network Elements (NEs), and
probably traverses a range of geographical
areas. Many services in Asia originate
in other parts of the world, making the
problem more complicated. It would be
unreasonable or impossible to require that
all of the NEs adhere to a common protocol
and format for data collection. Instead, it
makes more sense for a data management
engine to collect the disparate data and
process it for consumption and analysis.

However, this approach puts great demands
on any such engine.
Data Storage: The network and equipment
associated with a modern communications
service can generate incredible amounts
of data, especially in the case of some of
the large Asian operators. For example,
performance data may be generated for
layers 1, 2 and 3, and the amount of this
data may be expanded by “binning” (storage
in time-sliced containers). This binning
expands the amount of data by the number
of bins required. Virtualized and dynamic
services add another complicating factor
in that the configuration may change over
time, adding another dimension to the data.
Finally, the AsiaPac region has half of the
world’s mobile subscribers, and this volume
adds another factor to the problem of scale.
Ideally, the required storage is minimized on
the NEs and is mostly transferred to modern
storage systems, where the cost of storage
and processing is radically lower than on the
NEs themselves.
Another aspect of data storage is the
format used. Forcing all of the NEs to
use a common format or schema for data
is an untenable requirement on the NEs,
and slows down innovation by requiring
a priori definition of what data will be
collected. A much better approach is to
decouple the gathering and storage/schema
of data, allowing post-collection analysis to
occur as needed.
Data Analysis and Intelligence: Once the
data is gathered the next step is to analyze
it. This is a critical step because raw data is
like the pieces of a puzzle; it has little value
until assembled into a meaningful picture.
In particular, analysis should extract relevant
trends and correlations and present them
to users and/or higher level systems in the

form of actionable intelligence. The analysis
engine should also be optimized for efficient
consumption of input data, and rapid and
flexible output of synthesized intelligence to
other systems.
Note that this processing has complexity
beyond its sheer size. The sections
below will detail how virtualization
and abstraction introduce a measure of
decoupling into the data, requiring the
processing to provide correlation to put the
data back together again.
Data Application: The final step is to
apply the derived intelligence to improve
the operation of the service, or to enable
new services to drive more revenue.
Examples include:
• Resource optimization (e.g. compute,
connect, store) to maximize use of
expensive capital. A service should be able
to be provided using any resources that
meet its SLA.
• Dynamic pricing of services to drive
revenue of underused resources. A good
example is traffic on the 4G/LTE radio
network. This network may be very busy
during the day, but is likely to be mostly
idle at night. What if this unused capacity
could be offered by the CSP at a discount
for applications such as backup, which
may need large amounts of bandwidth
during those underused periods? Another
example is Amazon’s “EC2 Spot Instance”
which provides a dynamic bidding system
for resources.
• Advanced
diagnostics
for
rapid
remediation of network issues. One of the
most difficult aspects of resolving an issue is
elimination of the extraneous noise generated
by a fault and the isolation of the actual
failure. Judicious use of derived intelligence
can help reduce the time for the fault
resolution process.
Challenges of Virtualization
Applying cloud technologies such as
virtualization, abstraction, and delegation
have benefits that are desirable, widely
discussed and well understood. They are
essential to achieving scale and simplifying
management, as well as in creating new
services more quickly and at lower cost.
However, the hiding of information
introduces other complexities, and these
complexities are not widely discussed or
understood. Here are some areas that need to
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need to define a common way to extract data
from virtualized network functions.
• Format-independent storage of data.
Requiring all data to fit a pre-defined model
slows down the construction of systems and
impedes innovation.
• Ability to analyze the data to provide
historical and cross-source. Because the
virtualized resources may be shared and may
vary with time, effective analysis will require
the ability correlate data, both between
sources and over time.

be addressed:
Shared Hardware
The most fundamental issue with sharing
abstracted hardware is informing higher
layers about what hardware is being used
when that information is relevant. For
example, an operations group needs to know
what unit to replace when a server fails,
but that information may be hidden by a
layer of abstraction. This situation is further
complicated by the fact that a multiplicity
of management groups or systems may
have services that are using a shared and
virtualized resource.
Policy-Based Resources
The virtualization situation is further
complicated by the fact that resources
required for a service may be reserved on a
statistical basis so as to help lower the costs
of a service. In consequence, a service will
get the resources needed to meet its SLA, but
these resources need not be dedicated or timeinvariant. This leads to the next complication
Time-Varying Network Functions
Unlike
today’s
fixed
infrastructure,
virtualized network functions may change
over time in several dimensions, including
the following.
• Elasticity or horizontal scaling: A big
advantage of properly-constructed virtual
network functions is that that can be
dynamically scaled up or down to match
time-varying service demands. This is a
great asset in meeting the needs of a service,
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but how can a service manager know what
resources were assigned at any given time?
• Fault recovery or healing: Virtual
network functions can take advantage of
a pool of hosting resources to implement
a 1:N resiliency model, where functions
can be moved from a failed node to a spare
node to recover from faults. This mobility
complicates post-mortem analysis of outages.
• Migration: In addition to fault recovery,
it may be advantageous to move a virtualized
function in order to consolidate or optimize
the use of compute resources. Any such
migration must be auditable to ensure that the
SLA was met at all times.
All of these changing attributes provide
advantages in terms of cost, efficiency, ease
of maintenance or resiliency. At the same
time they complicate the management of the
service because of the need to tie the service
back to the state of the infrastructure at any
given time.
What is Needed
We have discussed the needs and difficulties
of data collection and analysis, as well as
the benefits and challenges of virtualization.
What is needed to extract data from
virtualized services and transform it into
intelligence to make those virtualized services
meet the needs of their users?
• An efficient way to gather data from
physical and virtual resources. Making use
of the data currently available from NEs and
from virtualization tools such as OpenStack is
the first step to service intelligence. We also

• Efficient means to extract and apply
the derived service intelligence. Finally, we
must have a simple and effective way to use
the service intelligence that we worked so
hard to get. Even more important, we must
ensure that we have enabled innovation in the
application of service intelligence.
New Tools Open
Opportunities

the

Door

to

New

Virtualizing
services
provides
an
opportunity for CSPs in the AsiaPac region
to create new services more quickly and
at a lower cost, but there are hurdles on
the way. We have discussed some difficult
challenges for deriving real intelligence
from
virtual
services.
Fortunately,
advancements in efficient machine-machine
interfaces, graph databases and webenabled architectures provide new tools
for solving these challenges. By using
these tools we can both realize the benefits
of virtualization and provide the service
intelligence needed to meet the demands of
the operator and end user. l
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NFV Means Culture Change for Service Providers
by Alex Henthorn-Iwane, Founder, QualiSystems

Alex Henthorn-Iwane joined QualiSystems in February, 2013 and is responsible for worldwide marketing and public relations.
Prior to joining QualiSystems, Alex was Vice-President of Marketing at Packet Design, Inc., a provider of network management software,
and has 20+ years of experience in senior management, marketing and technical roles at networking and security startups.
Alex holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from U.C. Berkeley.

Executive summary
Network functions virtualization may not
only revolutionize customer-facing network
architectures and service delivery, but also
spur telecoms to transform their internal
operations. How service providers develop,
qualify and bring new services to market
can become more agile via NFV, but only
if legacy waterfall-based development
methodologies give way to a new culture of
agile development and DevOps practices.
Ultimately, NFV success will be equally
dependent on service providers executing
internal cultural transformation as well as
cloud-like infrastructure.
A New Kind of Change is in the Air
I have been involved in the service provider
industry from the technology vendor side
since the 1990’s, and have been amazed
at the technology transformations that
have taken place in that time. Successive
generations of computing, networking and
consumer technology have wrought powerful
changes in both the ability to deliver and the
expectations of telecom and mobile services.

I spent most of the past 20+ years working on
network infrastructure and OAM technology
going into customer-facing service delivery
networks. Most recently though, through
my association with QualiSystems - an
infrastructure automation and orchestration
software company - I’ve gained a deeper
appreciation of and perspective on the preproduction aspects of service provider
operations - how services are developed,
tested and readied for market. What’s
interesting to me about NFV is that it signals
a new kind of change. I’ve come to believe
that NFV is not just about, or perhaps not
even primarily about yet another shift to
newer, virtualized technology. I submit to you
that NFV is primarily about culture change
- in customer expectations, in the nature of
the competition, and most importantly in
how service provider service development
happens.
The Consumerization of IT
A
fundamental
cultural
shift
that
has happened in recent years is the
consumerization of information technology.
Not so many years ago, the average business

or personal technology user was completely
helpless and dependent on technology
professionals to perform nearly every
technology enablement task. Applications
were relatively static - features didn’t advance
very quickly. IT technology was like factory
equipment. Then, based on advances in
consumer technology and Internet speeds,
technology has become much more userfriendly - so much so that even technologyphobes can easily adopt the latest technology.
Smartphones and tablets have unleashed a
new eco-system of applications that aim to
satisfy rapidly evolving consumer tastes and
a never-ending appetite for new features,
capabilities, and convenience. Like the sea
and land trade routes of a thousand years ago
that created a huge appetite for and trade in
new flavors to literally “spice up” life, IT
consumerization has created an insatiable
appetite for new flavors of technology.
This has in turn affected expectations from
business IT. Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
movements have started to change formerly
strict IT department policies around the
world. But more importantly, business users
now question why technology shouldn’t
be able to rapidly deliver new capabilities
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to support new business innovation and
initiatives. They experience it in their
personal lives - why shouldn’t IT and by
extension, telecoms, be able to deliver the
same? Yet, telecom services are still relatively
slow-moving and static by comparison to
consumerized expectations. That would be
okay if it weren’t for a breed of competitors
who were ready and able to embrace radical
culture change.
OTT Competition is a Clash of Cultures
Over the Top (OTT) competition is a wellknown issue for telecoms. These OTT
businesses have benefited from a lack of
regulation, low-cost infrastructure, and
abundant financing that isn’t tightly tethered
to quarterly financial results. However, their
major advantage is one that has certainly
been enabled by these other factors - a
completely different cultural approach to
innovation. OTT businesses typically have
operated in a rapid and continuous delivery
model, which allows them to bring features
to market much faster than traditional
telecoms. OTT businesses are predicated on
the notion that rapid innovation will allow
them to execute creative destruction on
traditional telecom business models. The
onslaught of OTT competition challenges one
of the fundamental cultural assumptions of
service providers who have had a long-term,
regulated franchise - that time is on their side.
Culture Change from the Inside Out
There are many ways in which NFV
and SDN infrastructure technology can
bring greater agility to service delivery
networks, and they are fairly obvious to
technologists. Yet, if that customer-facing
infrastructure isn’t paired with a culture
change in how services are developed,
tested and deployed to market, service
providers can miss much of the business
opportunity from the consumerization
shift, and could be losers in the “culture
struggle” against OTT businesses.
Carriers, most notably AT&T, have
underscored the cultural aspects of NFV
as they draw up plans for remaking
their infrastructure and operations. The
documentation for AT&T’s ambitious
Domain 2.0 initiative cites both agile and
DevOps as enablers of the project, insofar as
they facilitate the sharing of knowledge and
expertise, along with multi-faceted skill sets,
required for evolving the network so that it
becomes more conducive and responsive to
multiple services. Process change will be

as important as technology for ensuring that
NFV, as well as software-defined networking
and its attendant ecosystem of vendor
partners, is successful.
An Agile and DevOps Culture
If NFV is predicated on methodology as
much as technology, then service providers
must rethink their internal operations, so that
both every day and long-term procedures are
designed with agility in mind. Reimagining
service development broadly requires
replacing old processes with new, not for
the simple sake of doing so but to ensure
that organizational culture coincides with
today’s increasingly cloud-like infrastructure.
Here are four steps toward realizing NFV’s
potential for operational change:
Shift from waterfall development to agile
cycles
Waterfall development cycles had their time
and place, when the service catalog was
limited to a handful of applications like voice,
data and video based on closed systems based
on highly proprietary hardware, and where
the goal was simply utility-like reliability
rather than rapid service feature advancement.
Its sequential process, though, is ill-suited to
the age of consumerized expectations.
As a more continuous and incremental
methodology
than
waterfall,
agile
development is naturally suited to NFV in
particular and to software-defined operations
in general. After all, one of the core benefits
of NFV is outstanding flexibility in how
services are designed, implemented and
modified, an advantage that runs the
gamut from freedom in hardware choice to
extensible network architectures that can
easily accommodate new features.
Agile is the perfect complement to the
frequent changes and shifting service
requirements that are now facts of life.
There’s more flexibility in conception,
analysis, design, testing and deployment
of services, plus time-boxing of tasks and
engagement with stakeholders can lead to
better deliverables.
Break down silos and make the way for
collaboration
Service development and operations teams
have traditionally been siloed and treated
almost as distinct sub-organizations. This
arrangement is no longer ideal, now that
service providers have become more invested

in the cloud and are seeking to use it for
rapid, continuous delivery of service features.
Enter DevOps. As its name suggests, this
movement entails the synthesis of many
of the responsibilities once cordoned-off
as a “something for dev” or “an ops job.”
In regard to NFV specifically, a network
DevOps practice facilitates an approach
that has infrastructure teams working to
automate the network and cloud datacenter
infrastructure platforms needed to facilitate
rapid development and testing of services.
This in turn allows developers to bring their
software into contact much earlier with
production-like environments and ensure the
highest possible quality.
But there’s also the cultural issue of
preventing DevOps from itself becoming
another silo. This isolation can take the form
of engineers and project managers focusing
exclusively on only the newest type of
infrastructure, when many service providers
actually use many. Abandoning older
technologies and services to legacy practices
isn’t the answer.
Move from manual to automated, continuous
processes
Doing everything by hand in increasingly
virtualized environments isn’t just costly
and time-consuming - it doesn’t scale,
either, which defeats the point of NFV.
Automation across the entire organization
is essential for realizing the benefits of
NFV and not becoming overwhelmed
by its potential for custom service chain
creation. Too many devtest processes and
the infrastructure they rely on are manually
operated today to be effective. Embracing
automation is part of the culture change
needed for NFV success. One example
is continuous integration, which ensures
that all software development work builds
quality rather than setting it back. Like
DevOps and agile, continuous integration
isn’t predicated on a specific technology,
but is instead a broad methodology for
streamlining software creation.
An Open Lab in Okinawa Gives A DevOps
Example to Follow:
Of course, change is hard, so it’s always
helpful to have something concrete to
consider as an example. One example of
DevOps in practice is the Okinawa Open
Lab (OOL), which was founded by NTT
Communications, NEC, and IIGA Co to
foster collaboration and advance the state
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of cloud, SDN and NFV technologies. Its
30-plus member organizations range from
service providers, technology manufacturers,
and academia, and is growing as more
organizations from Asia-Pacific join.
OOL, as its name implies, is interested
particularly in figuring out how to enable
service concepts like SDN and NFV service
chains based on open source technologies
- that are most prevalent in OTT provider
infrastructure. OOL’s key service concept
is cloud-based lab orchestration, where
members could work collaboratively in
dynamic DevOps sandboxes experiment
with a combination of commercially
available, early access and open source
products and components. For example,
a manufacturer, university and service
provider might explore a NFV service
chain concept together in one sandbox
environment. These sandboxes needed
to facilitate more traditional physical as
well as completely virtual technology
components, multi-tenant collaborative
work, and rapid integration of new interfaces
to support agile development and testing
cycles. OOL members are actively working
together on proving out interoperable
SDN network scenarios and NFV service

chains. This type of collaboration, and the
infrastructure orchestration that enables
it, is a prime example of the DevOps in
practice. One prime sign of the kind of
openness and flexibility that OOL exhibited
is, even though they are focused on open
source software, their IT operations team
chose a commercial DevOps orchestration
framework, because that would allow them
to meet their member development and
test users’ agility and collaborative goals
more efficiently. What’s helpful about
OOL’s example is that though they are not
themselves a commercial service provider,
they are supporting real service provider
eco-system players to live out an agile,
collaborative development and testing
culture and practice.

collaboration and automation. Service
providers that embrace internal culture
change will maximize NFV investments and
own their future. l

Conclusion
NFV may come across as a technologically
dense concept, but there’s also an important
cultural aspect to it. The design, creation and
delivery services that evolve the network
requires agility across the whole organization,
and the best way to achieve it is through
methodologies that bring user groups
together, break down silos and facilitate

An insight into the future!

You are a decision maker;
You understand your business;
Do you understand how ICT affect the markets,
the countries and the people you serve?

Connect-World, The Decision Makers’ Forum for
ICT Driven Development, brings you the thoughts
and opinions of leaders from around the globe,
their personal assessment of the issues that drive
the ICT revolution and change the lives of us all.

Gain insight into how ICT leaders see the future.
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Security in the Cloud and Mobile World

Managing security in the cloud and mobility world
by Bryan Tan, VP of Fixed Broadband Convergence Practice,
Ericsson South East Asia & Oceania.

As IT departments investigate how to update traditional security controls in this new world
of cloud and mobility, they must redirect their security enforcement from a perimeter-based
model to one that focuses on applications and the VMs running them. The new model can
be called a perimeter-less security regime; it can also be called a software-defined security
regime since it must be virtualized along with the applications and data it secures. A successful
perimeter-less, software-defined security regime will have the capability to accomplish two
primary goals: centralize policy and distribute enforcement.

Bryan Tan, VP of Fixed Broadband Convergence Practice at Ericsson South East Asia & Oceania.
Bryan Tan is responsible for Packet Core, IP, Microwave, Mobile Backhaul, Optical, Fiber business in Ericsson South East Asia &
Oceania. Bryan has over 13 years of Telecommunications experience and previously has held positions within Ericsson as Director of
Technical Sales at Ericsson Silicon Valley and Director of Broadband and IP Solutions.

As global internet usage reaches critical
mass, people across the globe are becoming
increasingly dependent on online connectivity
in day-to-day life, work, and communication.
The internet has shifted from being one
specific aspect of consumers’ lives, to
becoming an important infrastructure for
many aspects of everyday life. If the potential
of the internet thus far has been determined
by technological advances, further realization
of this potential will demand a deeper, more
sociologically grounded understanding of
the norms and rules of engagement on the
internet.. As this shift accelerates, the need
for legal and social codes of conduct, or
ground rules, has become evident.
According to the latest Ericsson Mobility
Report from June 2014, global mobile
broadband subscriptions are predicted
to reach 7.6 billion by 2019 and will
gain a growing share of the total mobile
subscriptions over time. Smartphones have –
and will continue to constitute - the majority
of mobile broadband devices. There are
now 1.9 billion smartphone subscriptions,
anticipated to grow to 5.6 billion by 2019. As

internet usage and maturity grow, consumers
are becoming more exposed to – and aware
of – online hazards. Another study from
Ericsson ConsumerLab reveals that 70
percent of online respondents find that safety
issues such as viruses or fraud are a problem,
59 percent worry about surveillance, and, to
56 percent, privacy issues are concerns.
Even though consumer concerns appear high,
there are no signs of online risks hindering
internet growth as the vast majority of
consumers agree that the benefits of internet
use outweigh the risksVirtually all (96
percent) of those surveyed said they will
use internet as much, if not more, in the
future. Obviously, as the internet becomes
an increasingly important part of just about
everything in our lives, hiccups as well as
outright attacks will continue to happen.
However, so far the backlashes we have seen
have been limited in time or only affected
certain groups of individuals.
While the online hazards have not brought
about a disruptive change in the general use
of the internet, uncertainties continue and

their possible aftereffects will contribute
to the evolution and discussion on how the
internet should be used. Matters of trust
and human rights issues such as the right to
privacy will lead to a continued discussion
concerning personal safety online and will
not likely fade away.
New ICT-related services are also
radically changing the business landscape
for many industries.
The popularity of cloud computing-based
services and applications, enabled by everimproving broadband connectivity and
smartphone capabilities, has skyrocketed in
recent years. Whether for enterprise mail,
storage and collaboration tools or consumer
music services, photo storage, video sharing
and social networking, cloud-based services
are becoming engrained in our everyday
lives, available to us wherever we go.
Telecom operators often perceive cloud-based
services – in which they have little or no role
other than to deliver connectivity – as a threat
to their business. However, these services
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also provide an opportunity for operators to
add value and improve the timeliness and
quality with which they deliver customer
services and applications – whether through
more efficient telecom and internal IT
services or with value-added cloud services
for consumers and enterprises.
“Cloud-based approaches enable network
operators to ensure rapid service creation and
rollout by delivering new levels of flexibility,
scalability and responsiveness. They also
satisfy the growing expectations for service
performance and QoE, while handling everincreasing traffic loads” says Bryan Tan, VP
of Fixed Broadband Convergence Practice at
Ericsson South East Asia & Oceania.
Operators often perceive cloud-based services
– in which they have little or no role other
than to deliver connectivity – as a threat to
their business. However, these services also
provide an opportunity for operators to add
value and improve the timeliness and quality
with which they deliver customer services
and applications – whether through more
efficient telecom and internal IT services
or with value-added cloud services for
consumers and enterprises.
“Operators running mobile networks have
implemented centralized security policies
with distributed enforcement over the last
decade as they have rolled out mobile voice
and text services globally and been required
to deal with, for example, roaming and
radio network sharing between operators.
This success can now be carried into more
complex mobile cloud networks,” Tan says.
Operators can turn cloud-based approaches
to their advantage and implement new
architectures that provide network efficiency,
QoE and shorter time to market for innovative
services, through network programmability
and a common delivery platform.
As industries transform, security must change
as IT departments adopt the dual mega-trends
in networking: cloud services and mobility.
These trends open up opportunities for cost
savings and new revenues. But given the
increased threats to cyber-security, they
also call for new approaches to defining and
enforcing security.
Today, IT departments use a variety of
technologies to establish a security perimeter
that protects assets including data, compute
resources and bandwidth against threats
such as undue disclosure, modification,
or disruption. These technologies range
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from perimeter protection devices, such as
appliance-based firewalls, to the application
of cryptographic protection of data.
With IT departments embracing cloud-based
services and enabling mobile workforces,
some of the traditional approaches to
enforcing security, such as employing
appliance-based security perimeter protection,
are no longer sufficient. Cloud-based services
lift the compute and storage capabilities from
dedicated hardware/software platforms to
virtual machines (VM) running on generic
servers. VMs can be dynamically started and
stopped, suspended for extensive periods
of time and even moved to geographically
distant compute farms. Furthermore, mobility
adds to this complexity, because security
policies must be applied to a much larger
universe of devices that can be connected in
any global location.
As IT departments investigate how to update
traditional security controls in this new world
of cloud and mobility, they must redirect their
security enforcement from a perimeter-based
model to one that focuses on applications and
the VMs running them. The new model can
be called a perimeter-less security regime; it
can also be called a software-defined security
regime since it must be virtualized along
with the applications and data it secures. A
successful perimeter-less, software-defined
security regime will have the capability to
accomplish two primary goals: centralize
policy and distribute enforcement.
Policy defines the security goals of a given
computer system, including authorization and
data confidentiality requirements. Centralizing
policy allows IT departments to define a single
consistent set of policy statements that are then
applied across the entire system. Establishing
this kind of centralized security policy control
should also allow IT departments to align
mobile cloud security policies with separate
security policies currently implemented in
dedicated appliances.
Distributed enforcement allows the IT
department to virtualize security enforcement
functions and to attach security enforcement
to mobile VMs – in short, to enforce the
policies where they are closest to the asset to
be protected.
“Implementing
perimeter-less
security
with centralized policies and distributed
enforcement
requires
flexibility
and
agility that is lacking in most current
service provider network architectures and
Operations Support Systems and Business

Support Systems (OSS/BSS). It is likely
that software-defined networking (SDN)
architectures will play a major role in the
orchestration of security policies for these
new networks”, Tan says.
“Operators running mobile networks have
implemented centralized security policies
with distributed enforcement over the last
decade as they have rolled out mobile voice
and text services globally and been required
to deal with, for example, roaming and
radio network sharing between operators.
This success can now be carried into more
complex mobile cloud networks,” Tan adds.
Through a combination of Network-enabled
Cloud, Service Provider SDN, and Network
Functions Virtualization (NFV) approaches,
operators can now simplify their networks,
remove the complexities of topology and
service creation, and accelerate the process of
new service creation and delivery.One of the
first SDN use cases is service chaining, which
defines the ordered set of edge appliance
functionality (including security) application
per service and per user. The goal is to
automate the provisioning of service chains
and to reduce the provisioning time from
days and weeks to minutes and hours. New
initiatives are also looking at the challenge of
how cloud-based services can co-exist with the
growing trend of end-to-end traffic encryption.
SDN will allow security to be attached to
individual applications and VMs. Northbound
interfaces will also allow the SDN controller
to maintain synchronization with centralized
security policies. These two aspects – flexible
security per VM and policy synchronization –
are critical to perimeter-less security.
Cloud management systems provision
and manage multiple and mobile VMs
(and attached security) in accordance with
business and charging agreements, and these
cloud managers will be the source for the
centralized security policies. These systems
will also manage the distributed VMs and
associated security. Working together with
SDN controllers, cloud management will
enable perimeter-less security and scalability.
With continued growth in global internet use
driven by cloud and mobility, online services
must adequately address consumer concerns
while service providers must ensure their
networks are future-proven. SDN and cloud
management offer service providers the
flexibility, scalability and agility necessary to
implement effective perimeter-less, softwaredefined security in the new cloud and
mobility IT reality. l

Network Capacity

All that glitters… could be copper!
by Stephen Cooke, Founder, President and Chief Technical Officer,
Genesis Technical Systems

Despite the rapidly changing technological landscape, Asia-Pacific operators know it is
important not to lose sight of the technology already in place

Stephen Cooke is the inventor of DSL Rings® and Founder, President and Chief Technical Officer of Genesis Technical Systems.
With more than 24 years telecom experience, Stephen’s specialties include innovation in optical networks and access infrastructure, as
well as business models and customer solutions.
Prior to founding Genesis in 2005 Stephen was Vice President of Telecom Services at National Technical Systems, the largest independent
testing organisation in the United States. This followed roles that included: Nortel Account Manager for Chatham Technologies,
Transmission Engineering Manager at Nortel Networks, Senior Software Test Engineer at Fujitsu and System Design Authority at Bell
Northern Research.
Stephen has a B.Eng., from McMaster University in Hamilton, Canada and is co-inventor on the DSL Rings patent, Shared DSL Network
and Deployment Method.

The global mobile telecommunications
industry is in the midst of another
generational change, and Asia-Pacific is
no exception. Over the last few years, the
region has shown an insatiable appetite
for innovation and technology, making it
a hub of activity and a magnet for global
enterprise and investment – particularly
when it comes to telecommunications.
However, growth and success brings its
own challenges, in particular, how to meet
the demand for capacity.
As 4G continues to outdate 3G, operators
in the Asia-Pacific region are considering
backhaul infrastructure developments to
ensure their networks will have the capacity
to deliver the massive increases in bandwidth

demand and changing geographical patterns
of data use.
The Cisco VNI Mobile Data Forecast predicts
that global monthly mobile data traffic will
increase tenfold from 2013 to 2018. In 2012,
the monthly data usage in the Asia-Pacific
region stood at just 281 Petabytes, but it is
estimated that by 2017, it will have increased
massively to 4,442 Petabytes.

The escalating use of mobile data is driven
by the transition to smartphones, emergence
of wearable devices, 3G and 4G deployments
and increased video usage. While operators
are keen to apprehend content and delivery
revenues associated with mobile data
growth, they also recognise the challenge of
developing networks that can accommodate
ever-increasing future consumer demands.

“As 4G continues to outdate 3G, operators in the Asia-Pacific
region are considering backhaul infrastructure developments
to ensure their networks will have the capacity to deliver
the massive increases in bandwidth demand and changing
geographical patterns of data use.”
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“Fibre is not only expensive to deploy, but also disruptive. Installation of fibre networks often
require extensive civil works, which typically cost several times more than the fibre itself.
In the developed world, installation of fibre networks can be priced anywhere between US
US$40,000 and US $250,000 per kilometre.”
A
2013
Strategy
Analytics
study,
commissioned by Tellabs, proposed that
mobile operators were looking at a global
backhaul investment shortfall of US$9.2bn
and capacity shortfall of 16 Petabytes by
2017. The bulk of these deficits - US$5.3bn
and 9.4 Petabytes correspondingly – is
expected to be within the Asia Pacific region.
Providing backhaul to individual cells
is becoming an increasing challenge for
mobile operators due to the rising demand
for bandwidth. Backhaul was already a
demanding issue in a 3G world, but the
rise in 4G RAN deployments only serve to
amplify this challenge. While fibre, with
its ability to provide virtually unlimited
data throughput, is deemed the obvious
solution to tackling the backhaul issue in
an ideal world, it is by nature a very costly
option and one that is often hard to justify
financially and commercially.
Fibre is not only expensive to deploy, but
also disruptive. Installation of fibre networks
often require extensive civil works, which
typically cost several times more than
the fibre itself. In the developed world,
installation of fibre networks can be priced
anywhere between US US$40,000 and US
$250,000 per kilometre. More commonly,
mobile operators lease fibre from a fixed
operator, but even at a lower rate, it still
proves costly at up to US $7,500 per month,
for an OC-3 lease of 155Mb/s capacity.
Microwave is another option and one that
has been relied on heavily by operators in
the past. Though high-bandwidth microwave
solutions are increasingly capable, like fibre
they are also expensive, and more importantly
only an option in areas with a line of sight.
This is a requirement that is often hard to find
in the built-up urban and suburban areas that
thrive in Asia. The urban population of the
world has grown rapidly from 746m in 1950
to 3.9bn in 2014, yet despite its lower level
of urbanisation, Asia is home to 53 percent of
the world’s urban population.
There is a growing realisation in the industry
that copper still has a major role to play in
releasing the backhaul bottle-neck. After all,
copper-based connectivity has been the basis
of many backhaul solutions in the past and
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has stood the test of time. While it is unlikely
to be practical or commercially sustainable
in meeting backhaul demands in its basic
leased E1/T1 form, evolving technologies
that enhance and stretch copper’s capabilities.
A great example of these technologies is
bonding which give operators an affordable
option to upgrade their existing copper
networks to meet these growing demands.
Copper bonding is a technique whereby
multiple twisted pairs of copper are
reconfigured to become a single ‘fat pipe’ that
can meet the higher demands of today’s users.
Some copper solutions can reliably provide
over 150 Mb/s downlink capacity over 1.5
kilometres on copper which, configured as E1
lines, was previously only capable of 24Mb/s.
Revolutionising copper to reduce the
backhaul bottle-neck is a very affordable
solution in comparison to fibre and
microwave. It not only enables operators to
receive a quicker and higher return on their
existing infrastructure investment, it is also
rapid and straightforward to set up – saving
operators both time and money.
Although the technological landscape
throughout Asia is constantly changing and
developing, it is important not to lose sight
of the technology already in place. With the
capability to deliver fibre-like throughput,
bonded copper solutions can provide
enough capacity to accommodate the rapidly
increasing data traffic volume demand,
especially in suburban areas where growth is
strong and copper readily available
The business case for copper bonding is very
clear. The copper is already in the ground, so
there is no cost or disruption relating to civil
works. There is no capex for fibre or new
antennae – just an mBond rack-mountable
unit at the cell and the local exchange and
most importantly the cost comes in at under
US $15,000 per cell, including installation.
While the world has moved on from copper
and any new construction will be destined to
house fibre, in all the locations where copper
already connects a cell or is available to
connect a cell, it must make more sense, both
financially and commercially, to consider the
use of bonded copper.

Capable of delivering the same bandwidth
as an OC-3 line (up to 1.5 km out), bonded
copper can do the work of fibre, at a fraction
of the cost – and can be installed in a fraction
of the time.
Operators from South East Asia are already
trialling these solutions. l

Connect-World now on
Facebook & Twitter
Connect-World,
the
world’s
foremost discussion forum for
leaders in the ICT industry, is now
available on Facebook and Twitter.
The world’s top ICT decision
makers express their opinions in
Connect-World. They use clear,
non-technical, English to discuss
how ICT helps shape regional
and global development. The
articles essentially examine the
influence that ICT products and
services have on the way people
live and do business. With
separate editions for each of
the world’s regions, the reports
highlight the most important ICT
trends and issues influencing
socio-economic growth.
Connect-World is now available
to follow on Twitter (http://twitter.
com/#!/ConnectWorldICT) and
Facebook http://www.facebook.
com/connectworld.ict
Also, it is still possible, for FREE,
to directly access all past and
present Connect-World articles,
ICT Industry press releases,
eLetters, ICT News and more at
www.connect-world.com.

India: Smartphones

Fish where the fish are
by Lifeng Liu, CEO, Asia Pacific & Bhasker Canagaradjou, Associate Director, Ipsos

For operators, the greatest challenge moving forward would be when voice services start
to migrate to data networks. Examples of these threats are the Viber, Skype type services.
Currently, the quality of voice over data is still patchy and the consumer trade-off of cost &
quality still is toward the latter. But, the trend can be seen in international telephony where
voice over data adoption is increasing due to the high premium of international voice services.

Lifeng Liu, CEO, Ipsos Asia Pacific
Lifeng LIU, has 20 years’ experience in market research and management. Lifeng was the founder and President of Feng & Associates
Marketing Services Ltd, which became the largest local survey-based research company in China and acquired by Ipsos group in
2002, and CEO of Ipsos in China then later Greater China, a position he was appointed in 2007. During his series assignments, Ipsos
has become the largest survey-based company in China since 2008. Lifeng was promoted to AP CEO in 2011 and later assumed the
concurrent position as Chairman of Ipsos China in 2013.
Earlier in his career, Lifeng hold posts in All China Marketing Research Ltd., and China Statistics Information and Consulting Center,
serving as Department Manager and Executive respectively.
Lifeng received a Master Degree in Business Administration from China Europe International Business School and a Bachelor Degree
from Beijing Technology and Business University. Afterwards, he gained a PhD from Peking University with majoring in new media
communication.

Bhasker Canagaradjou, Associate Director, Ipsos
Bhasker is based in Mumbai and heads the Ipsos Business Consulting practice for the India operations. He brings over 12 years of
experience in the Corporate Planning and Business Consulting domain. Bhasker has featured in Indian business news dailies for his
point of view on the industry outlook and trends.
Prior to Ipsos, Bhasker was Business Unit head – Business Research and Consulting at Aranca, KPO and prior to that, was associated
with Schneider Electric, Grenoble managing their R&D outsourcing business to India and China.
Bhasker holds Masters in Finance from Pondicherry University, India and MBA in Global Management from ESC Grenoble, France

India’s handset market – a wealth of
opportunity
India is home to one of the fastest growing
mobile phone markets in terms of penetration
thanks to tectonic shifts which have
taken place over the past decade. Mobile
subscribers grew from two million in 2000
to 840 million in 2013. Cellular Operators
Association of India (COAI) forecasts the

handset market will reach 1.24 billion – one
mobile phone for every person living in the
country – within 2015.
Back in the early 2000s, mobile phones
were typically only found in key urban
centres and primary cities due to the low
number of models in the market, high
handset costs, expensive tariffs and limited
network coverage.

The situation has changed recently with the
entry of global brands and the emergence of
home-grown manufacturers in the handset
market. Wider availability of more affordable
handsets, including smartphones, and
significantly lower call rates has catalysed
growth in the market, most notably in rural
areas. Competition within the crowded
market is intense with more than 50 device
manufacturers now selling their products.
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Most of these companies focus on low cost
feature phones.
While feature phones have dominated the
market for some time, their position is being
eroded by the emergence of better value
smartphones, a trend which is seeing a greater
number of manufacturers focus on producing
more sophisticated devices.

Figure 1: India’s handset market

Smartphone segment
Smartphones penetration in India’s mass
market has accelerated with uptake rising
from 2.5 million handsets in 2009 to about
27 million in 2012. Smartphone sales grew
35 per cent in 2012 when they accounted for
10-12 per cent of the total handset market.
This share is expected to rise to half of the
market’s total expected sales of 156 million
units by 2017.
There is a high uptake for smartphones in
the northern states of India which include
Delhi, Haryana, Punjab and they have an
smartphone penetration rate of 11%, whereas
the western region which comprises of the
financial capital of India i.e. Mumbai and the
growing cities of Pune and Ahmedabad has
an incidence of 8%, the southern and eastern
region have an incidence of 6% each.

Figure 2: Smartphone growth

The growth has also witnessed the rise of
domestic mobile players, with diversified
product lines and the introduction of a wider
range of models with price points targeting
different market segments. Domestic firms
such as Micromax, Karbon, Lava and Intex
have launched handsets costing half the price
of a Samsung, Sony or HTC model. As a
result they have significantly increased their
share of the handset market.
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The key challenge for any mobile phone
manufacture in India is handling the
language diversity across the sub-continent
(there are 22 official languages in 11
different scripts). Unlike other large markets
like US or China which are linguistically
homogeneous, this is a very large barrier
for users to adopt or use mobile features
or applications. Despite India’s reputation
as an Anglophone nation, only a tenth of
its 1.2 billion people count English as their
first, second or third language. Additionally,
one out of four Indians cannot read or write.
This has led to domestic phone companies,
operators and application providers to offer
local language support.
In light of the growth in the market coupled
with the changes in product lines, there
have been notable changes in the retail
environment as well.

new applications increasing almost on a daily
basis. Traditional retailers have tried to meet
consumer demand by providing value added
services at the store level.
The provision of such services at store level
marks a significant change within the mobile
retail market. Devices are now available
from high-street stores and supermarkets
to small general shops in the suburbs. As
a result, organised retailers only account
for one-tenth of the mobile market. Largeformat electronics chain stores such as
Croma, Reliance Digital and Lotus, control
one quarter of the segment with the rest
occupied by smaller chains like Mobile Store,
Univercell and Spice Hotspot.
This segment is forecast to grow by 10-15 per
cent over the next four to five years.

Figure 4: India’s organised and unorganised retail
markets
Figure 3: Mobile Retail market

Handset and SIM card sales still account
for the majority of the mobile retail
business, but recent demand for more
diverse products and services has seen
retailers offer more accessories, handset
covers and after sales options.
Significant increases in data usage have
generated new business opportunities
beyond traditional voice services for telecom
operators who now provide prepaid and
post-paid mobile internet services that can
be combined with voice packages or sold as
standalone products. Operators such as Tata
docomo, Airtel, Reliance and Vodafone have
their own data cards.
SMS revenues have been seriously dented
due the advent of mobile messaging services
like WhatsApp and WeChat. But, operators
have seen this being compensated by
increased data revenues due to penetration
of smartphones and 3G network coverage.
Also, the key strategy for operators to keep
SMS going would be focus on B2B or G2C
(government to consumer).
Value-added services have taken the Indian
mobile market by storm, with demand for

Large-format retailers (LFR)
Large format stores are typically sized
between 600-1,000 m2. They carry a
large product portfolio comprising of
all types of consumer durables such
as televisions, refrigerators, washing
machines and air conditioners.

Figure 5: Sales dynamics in large format retail
stores
Smartphones account for 80-90 per cent of
mobile handset sales at large-format retailers
where the average price of a mobile device
ranges from US$160 to US$250.
Chain Stores
These retailers focus solely on handsets
and mobile phone related products and
services. They have recently expanded their
footprint from primary cities into secondary

India: Smartphones

and tertiary cities in response to customer
demand. This segment includes both smalland large-format stores which have average
areas of 20m2 and 120m2, respectively.

Figure 6: Sales dynamics in chain stores
Smartphones account for about 80 per cent
of handset sales in these stores, which also
sell a wide range of high-margin mobile
accessories.
Traditional channels
Traditional channels dominate the mobile
retail market. However, this dominance is
being eroded as organised chains expand their
presence across the country.

Figure 7 Sales dynamics in traditional retail
stores
These channels, which have traditionally
focused on cheaper feature phones and
smartphones, only account for one-quarter
of the segment’s handset sales. Traditional
retailers also try to push sales of high-margin
accessories to generate more income.
The way ahead
India is a retail market on the rise.
Organised players, comprising both large
format stores and chain retailers, will expand
their presence from metro areas and primary
cities into secondary and tertiary cities across
the country. Regional chain stores, having
consolidated and stabilised their position in
local markets, will drive their business by
expanding into other states.
Unorganised stores will continue to play
a key role in the market, which is still
dominated by low-cost handsets. The low
cost models would contribute to more than
70% of the sales in the unorganized stores

whereas phones that cost more than US$
160 would contribute to more than 65% of
sales in the organized space. Indian brands
targeting mass-market consumers are
focussing on this channel. Prepaid mobile
users will continue to dominate the market
with mobile top-ups being a key driver
of this segment. Average top-up values
remain very low and are available through
unorganised stores. Due to market dynamics
it will be difficult for organised operators
to gain control of the prepaid SIM card and
top-up business.
Online handset sales have picked up
recently thanks to the expanding presence
of companies such as Flipkart selling these
products at discounted prices. Going forward
the online channel is expected to further
strengthen and be one of the most preferred
channel for purchasing smartphones and
tablets for urban customers.
The feature phone market is expected to
decline gradually with smartphones being
made available at a price below US$ 100;
this is expected to increase the smartphone
penetration in India in the coming years and
is expected to account for almost 50% of
the total handset market in the next four to
five years. With major smartphone brands
like Samsung, Micromax set to launch more
models in this low cost range, the market is
expected to boom in the future.
Mobile apps are becoming a key
mechanism for driving non-voice revenue.
Samsung App Store and Google Play Store
are already competing within this space.
Samsung India is also developing marketspecific apps and content. Vodafone
India revised its revenue-sharing policy
in favour of app developers and content
providers to encourage increased marketspecific app development within India.
WhatsApp is the number one application
in India with a reach of 76 per cent of
the total app market. In this context,
application-focused stores are now being
planned to tap this growing market.
For operators, the greatest challenge moving
forward would be when voice services start to
migrate to data networks. Examples of these
threats are the Viber, Skype type services.
Currently, the quality of voice over data is
still patchy and the consumer trade-off of cost
& quality still is toward the latter. But, the
trend can be seen in international telephony
where voice over data adoption is increasing
due to the high premium of international
voice services.

So all up, plenty of opportunities existing
with the growth planes expected in India.
There is no doubt plenty of fish available
so fish where the fish are - there to take
advantage of providing the appropriate
products and retail strategy are in-line with
the market! l
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influence that ICT products and
services have on the way people
live and do business. With
separate editions for each of
the world’s regions, the reports
highlight the most important ICT
trends and issues influencing
socio-economic growth.
Connect-World is now available
to follow on Twitter (http://twitter.
com/#!/ConnectWorldICT) and
Facebook http://www.facebook.
com/connectworld.ict
Also, it is still possible, for FREE,
to directly access all past and
present Connect-World articles,
ICT Industry press releases,
eLetters, ICT News and more at
www.connect-world.com.
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DELIVER THE BEST
EXPERIENCE ON EVERY
PHONE, TABLET AND GADGET
(EVEN ONES THAT HAVEN’T
BEEN INVENTED YET).
Mobile customers get savvier—and more demanding—every day. So the
network has never mattered more. With device numbers set to nearly double
in four years, Cisco is helping carriers offer better plans, more services and,
always, a top-tier experience. The Cisco® Intelligent Network masters any
device, anywhere, anytime. Regardless of operating system, communications
standard, apps or hardware. Now, offering customers more is an easy call.
Use the device of your choice to learn more at cisco.com/go/yourway

© 2012 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.

Epic Flexibility, Endless Connectivity
Reliable, ﬁve-bar connectivity for service providers in emerging markets
With EpicNG, Intelsat’s next-generation, high-throughput, backhaul solution, delivering future connectivity in
Africa just got easier. Intelsat EpicNG is engineered for mobile operators that need to serve remote customers,
across any terrain, regardless of conditions. Best of all, EpicNG works with your existing infrastructure, making
it the most cost-effective and reliable solution for your network.
Only Intelsat, a company with 50 years of technical and operational expertise, a global ﬂeet of approximately
50 satellites, and the next generation satellite platform can promise you epic ﬂexibility and endless connectivity.

Meet with Intelsat during AfricaCom 2014 at Stand E6.

www.intelsat.com/broadband

